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Chapter 1.   Introduction 
The energy and environmental problems are the common topics which the current 
various countries face. In the 20th century, the development and application of high 
technology and science had a great development of the civilization of the whole human 
society. The progress in material science and engineering make possible some of the 
century's most dazzling technological achievements such as airplanes and spacecraft, 
microchips and magnetic disks, lasers and the fiber-optic highways of the Internet. 
However, the rapid technological developments led to natural resources becoming 
exhausted and to a damaged ecological environment. In this situation, the high 
performance materials are becoming more urgently needed than ever to achieve high 
energy efficiency and long durability for transportation systems, various energy and 
manufacturing plants. 
Surface engineering is a generic term now applied to achieve an increased reliability 
and enhanced performance because the surface characteristics have a significant effect on 
the serviceability and life of the engineering materials. As described by Halling [1], 
surface engineering can be defined as the branch of science that deals with methods for 
achieving the desired surface requirements and their behavior in service for engineering 
components. By the design and modification of the surface, the bulk material could 
provide specific engineering advantages which the substrate alone is unable to provide 
such as wear resistance, corrosion resistance, oxidation resistance, electronic properties, 
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friction coefficients, thermal insulations etc. The surface can be modified using 
metallurgical, mechanical or chemical methods. Thermal spray technique is a form of 
surface treatment, where the bulk materials surface is given a protective layer of another 
material having more superior properties than those of the bulk material. The thermal 
spray technology has great benefits that a wide variety of material could be utilized as the 
spray materials and the coating can be applied to almost all kinds of substrate materials. 
Although thermal spray technology has been developed over a period of almost one 
century, it still represents an expanding area within the technological domain of surface 
engineering [1]. 
Thermal sprayed stainless steel coatings have been increasingly utilized for 
protecting a variety of substrate materials from wear and corrosion in adverse 
environments due to the high efficiency and relatively low cost. Similar to the general 
thermal spray process, thermally sprayed stainless steel particles are melted and then 
accelerated towards the prepared substrate surface. When colliding against the substrate, 
stainless particles in the molten or semi-molten state are flattened and form a typical 
layer structure. High-velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) thermal spraying and plasma thermal 
spraying are the conventional methods used for the deposition of stainless steel coatings. 
The sprayed stainless steel coating generally exhibits a relatively high porosity and high 
amounts of oxide. The combination of the cracks, pores and oxide layers contained in the 
coating usually generates interconnected pores. These interconnected pores provide a 
path for the electrolyte permeability under corrosive environments, which decreases the 
mechanical properties and the corrosion resistance of the stainless steel coating. In 
addition, the penetration of corrosive media also causes corrosion to occur at the 
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substrate-coating interface, which results in the deterioration of the bonding between the 
coating and substrate. Numerous investigations have explored the post-treatment of 
thermal spray coatings to optimize the porous structure.  
Penetration treatment is based on capillary force and aims to close or fill the open 
structural volume defects that are connected to the coating surface, thereby physically 
preventing the infiltration of corroding substances into the spray coating. Theoretically, 
the driving force for the sealant to penetrate into the spray coating is the capillary force; 
however, the residual air in the pores and the evaporating gases generated from the 
sealant create an opposing force to the capillary pressure and tend to block the 
penetration. In addition, the viscosity of the sealant is also a critical factor that 
determines the penetration depth and velocity [2]. It can be concluded that impregnation 
is a complex dynamic phenomenon that depends on the surface and bulk properties of 
the sealant and the spray coating. The material for the impregnation treatment are usually 
polymers and inorganic solutions. In addition, molten metals have also been used to seal 
porous thermal spray coatings.  
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Figure 2.1.1  Schematic representation of thesis 
The present work concentrated on the penetration treatment of molten 
multi-component oxides into plasma SUS316L stainless steel spray coatings to close or 
fill the open pores connected to the surface. Firstly, the wettability of molten 
multi-component oxides on the SUS316L stainless steel substrate was investigated to 
provide essential information for evaluating the wettability of oxide ceramics/stainless 
steel systems and contribute to further understanding of the penetration treatment 
(Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). Then, the study of the penetration treatments was performed 
under different experimental conditions to evaluate the penetration effect 
comprehensively (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7). A schematic representation of these 
approaches is given in Figure 2.1.1. This work is expected to provide a theoretical basis 
for the practical application of penetration post-treatment for stainless coatings. 
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Chapter 2.         
Literature Review  
2.1.  Thermal spray technology 
Engineering environments are normally complex, combining with the chemical and 
physical degradation such as wear, corrosion, fatigue and creep. As a result, the 
engineering materials not only depend on the properties of the bulk material but also on 
the design and characteristics of the surface [2][3][4]. The engineering materials surface 
always requires treatment to enhance the surface characteristics. Thermal spray technique 
is a form of surface treatment, where the bulk materials surface is given a protective 
coating of another material with more superior properties [5][6][7][8]. The following sections 
will describe the types of thermal spray technique and the details of structure of thermal 
spray coating. 
2.1.1. Thermal spray processes 
Thermal spray technologies which have proven to be technically feasible and highly 
effective investments have bright prospects for various high-tech areas such as aircraft 
and automobile manufacture, power engineering, heavy machinery manufacturing, 
electronics and the waste treatment industry [9][10][11]. During the spray processes, the 
coating materials are fed into the spraying system and heated (via oxygen-fuel gas 
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combustion, an electric arc or a plasma), then the particles are accelerated towards the 
prepared substrate. When colliding against the substrate, the particles in molten or 
semi-molten state are flattened and form a typical layer structure on the surface result 
from the combination of high particle temperature and/or high particle velocity. 
Deposition of successive splats causes a coating thickness from a few microns to a few 
millimeters to be built up on the substrate[12][13]. The spray coating which generally 
characterized by a layered structure contains many flaws such as oxides, cracks and 
voids originating from the partially semi-molten particles, the rapid solidification, and 
the entrapped gas[ 14 ]. According to the different energy sources, thermal spray 
technologies can be grouped into three broad categories: flame spray, electric arc spray 
and plasma arc spray.  
2.1.1.1. High velocity oxy-fuel spray process (HVOF) 
Flame spray which utilizes the fuel gas with oxygen as the energy source can be 
grouped into low velocity powder flame, wire flame and high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) 
methods where the gas temperature is relatively low. In flame spray, the coating 
material is firstly heated by the oxy-fuel stream and then carried by the flame towards 
the substrate. The HVOF system, differed from conventional flame spraying because the 
advanced nozzle design technology was used in the combustion process to accelerate 
the gas particle stream to achieve a much higher velocity. A schematic representation of 
torch for HVOF process is shown in Figure 2.1.1[15].  
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Figure 2.1.1  Schematic of a typical HVOF nozzle 
The HVOF system uses oxygen and a fuel gas (propane, propylene, MAPP, or 
hydrogen) which are delivered at high pressures and flow rates into a mixing chamber 
where combustion occurs. The products of the combustion are allowed to expand 
through a nozzle where the gas velocities may become supersonic. The gases exit the 
nozzle at supersonic velocities and produce characteristic shock diamonds. Because the 
coating material powder is exposed to the products of combustion, they may be melted 
in either an oxidizing or reducing environment[16]. J. Saaedi et al. reported that the oxide 
content and hardness of the Ni-Cr coatings were dependent on the gas combustion ratio 
but not on spraying distance. The porosity level and amount of un-melted particles were 
reduced at the longest spraying distance[17]. 
The applications field of HVOF coatings which was primarily concentrated in wear 
resistance is expanding and a wide variety of materials also can be sprayed by selecting 
the necessary powder size and combustion chamber length. Higher temperatures can be 
achieved with longer barrels, which extends the particle residence time in the flame. 
The spray coatings produced by HVOF process are very dense, strong and show low 
residual tensile stress, which enable the application of very thick sprayed coatings. S. 
Buytoz et al. studied microstructural and wear characteristics of HVOF sprayed 
NiCrBSi-SiC composite coating. It was indicated that the coated substrates exhibit a 
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very good performance in comparison to the uncoated substrate. The increase in the 
adhesive wear resistance provided by the coating has been attributed to the presence of a 
large amount of dispersed Ni and Cr carbide and/or borides in the Ni matrix coating[18].  
2.1.1.2. Plasma spray  
In the plasma spray torch, a gas flow (pure Ar mixed with He, H2) around the 
tungsten cathode and through a water-cooled copper anode which is shaped as a 
constricting nozzle. An electric arc is initiated between the two electrodes using a 
high-frequency discharge and then sustained using DC power. The high-pressure gas 
plasma as created by the gas ionization by the electric arc. The powder material, which is 
suspended in a carrier gas, is injected into the plasma flame, then impacts on the substrate 
surface. A schematic diagram of the plasma spraying process is shown in Figure 2.1.2[19]. 
 
Figure 2.1.2 Schematic diagram of the plasma spray equipment 
Plasma spraying is used in a wide range of applications such as corrosion and wear 
resistant coatings, thermal barrier coatings. Typical materials include alloys, ceramic 
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refractory oxides and a range of other cermet[20][21][22]. Plasma spraying has major 
advantages over combustion flame spraying and considerable potential for upgrading the 
quality of existing coatings which has been summarized as follows[23][24]:  
1 The temperature of a plasma beam varies along its axial length and radius. From the 
study of Vardelle et al. the plasma jet can be divided into three regions: in the core region 
in which the plasma temperature is relatively constant 12000 - 12500K, extending to 
about 10 -12 mm from the torch nozzle; this is followed by a transition region in which 
the plasma temperature falls rapidly to less than 3000K at 100mm from the nozzle exit; in 
the last region, the gas temperature drops gradually as gas is mixed with the entrained 
ambient air[25] [26].  
2 A high particle velocity is another advantage of the plasma spray process. The 
plasma gas flowing through the high temperature of plasma jet generates a large volume 
expansion. Because the geometry of anode constricts such a volume expansion of plasma 
gas, the coating material powder was given by a very high in-flight particle velocity [27].  
3 The plasma spraying also provides the substrate materials sprayed a high cooling 
rate which offers the potential for the avoidance of thermal decomposition of the coating 
material and the overheating for the thermal sensitive materials during spraying[28]. 
Vacuum plasma spraying (VPS) is used when spraying materials which contain 
elements that are susceptible to reaction with air[29][30]. In the VPS process, the in-situ 
reaction with air is reduced or totally eliminated by using an inert atmosphere and 
operating under a low pressure. When the low pressure is used, the length of the plasma 
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jet increases and the particle velocity increases due to the absence of gas molecules. 
Besides, the usage of the reversed transferred arc between the torch and the work piece 
could clean and preheat the substrate surface before the spraying process.  
2.1.2. Thermal spray coating 
2.1.2.1. Structure of spray coating 
As mentioned above, the sprayed coatings are built up particle by particle with is in 
the molten or semi-molten state with a spherical shape. When these flying molten 
particles impact on the substrate, they transfer their heat to local parts of the surface and 
cool rapidly. Their kinetic energy is transformed into thermal and deformation energy 
which could grouped into two mainly simultaneous phenomena: spreading and 
solidification [ 31 ][ 32 ]. When the sprayed particle is not completely melted, the thin, 
partially melted outer layer spreads over the deposit, whereas the un-melted particle core 
deforms on impact with the substrate. The completely molten droplet impacts on the 
substrate and spreads out radially into the form of a thin disc. When the resultant thin disc 
fails to establish a sufficiently strong bond with the target surface, the outer portion of the 
disc either breaks off or cracks up at the edges and folds in towards the center. After 
continuously impacting the surface, the molten particles of spray materials are deposited 
on one another until the coating is formed. The sprayed coatings are therefore 
characterized by a layered structure, which is totally different from that of the 
corresponding bulk materials. The formation mechanism also leads to the 
inhomogeneity of the internal structure of a spray coating. 
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The formation of oxides in the spray coating during the thermal spray process can 
be categorized into three time or spatial regions[33]. Region 1: when the particles were 
injected into the nozzle and extended to the end of the jet core, the particles are exposed 
to flame’s high temperatures as well as its combustion products. Region 2: when the 
particles leaved and impacted upon the substrate, the oxygen contained in the 
atmosphere would cause the surface oxidation of the particles. Region 3: when the 
particles impacted and spend on the substrate before the next layer covers them, the 
individual splats are exposed to the oxidizing effects of the flame and the atmosphere. 
Although the temperatures are low as compared to those within the flame, the exposure 
time to the atmosphere is at least several times greater. 
Except for the oxides existed in the sprayed coating, the coating usually contains 
many pores and micro-cracks[34][35]. As a result, the density of spray coatings is thus 
lower than the theoretical density of the same bulk materials. The open or closed 
porosity in thermal spray coatings can originate from several different factors: partially 
or totally un-molten particles, inadequate flow or fragmentation of the molten particle at 
impact, shadowing effects due to lower than the optimal spray angle, and entrapped gas. 
Vertical and horizontal cracks originating in the spray process are typical for ceramic 
coatings. High cooling rates of the splats would also cause the horizontal delamination 
between the lamellae[3]. The combination of these cracks, pores and oxide layers 
contained in the coating usually generate some interconnected pores. The pores would 
provide the path for the electrolyte permeability under corrosive environments which 
decreases the mechanical properties and corrosion resistance of the stainless steel coating. 
In addition, the penetration of corrosive media would also cause the corrosion occurred at 
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the substrate-coating interface which result in the deterioration of combination between 
the coating and substrate[36][37][38].  
2.1.2.2. Penetration treatment 
Numerous investigations have been reported to explore the post-treatment of thermal 
spray coatings to optimize the porous structure[39]. Laser or electron beam surface melting 
or alloying are frequently performed to close the surface porosity which could be effected 
through the whole coating thickness [40]. Presently high-temperature chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) and hot isostatic pressing (HIP) had also been shown to be employed 
to seal the pores in the coating [41] [42] [43]. Especially, HIP not only reduces porosity but 
also improves mechanical properties. It is effective through the whole coating thickness 
but demands complex and expensive equipment. High-temperature CVD processes and 
the modification, chemical vapor infiltration CVI, using reactive gases, are other 
possibilities for the porosity sealing. Recently metal-organic chemical vapor deposition 
(MOCVD) has also been used for sealing oxide coatings, although the results against 
high-temperature gaseous corrosion were not encouraging  
Penetration treatment is based on the capillarity theory and aim to close or fill the 
open structural volume defects that connected to the coating surface, physically prevent 
the infiltration of corroding substances into the spray coating. Penetration treatment can 
be generalized into four categories: atmospheric pressure impregnation, low-pressure 
impregnation, overpressure impregnation, and a combination of these. The choice of the 
penetration method depends on the size of the coated component, required penetration 
depth, and the sealant, which is chosen according to the coating material and the 
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application. The efficiency of low-pressure impregnation is deepened on the removal of 
the air from pores and cracks, thus decreasing the opposing force acting against 
impregnation driven by capillary pressure. Pressure level must be adjusted to the vapor 
pressure of the sealant to avoid excessive evaporation. Overpressure impregnation is used 
mainly in cases where the sealant does not wet the coating surface; in other words, the 
contact angle is clearly over 90°. In most cases the impregnation is carried out using 
atmospheric pressure methods. 
Sealants for the impregnation treatment are usually designated as polymers and 
inorganic solutions[ 44 ][ 45 ][ 46 ]. Typically organic sealants are one- or two-component 
un-filled resin systems formulated for suitable viscosity and surface tension. The 
often-used organic sealants are based on epoxies, phenolic, furans, silicones, polyesters 
and polyurethanes. For thermal spray aluminum coatings, aluminum-filled vinyl and 
silicone sealers for extended catholic protection are also used[47]. Inorganic sealants are 
usually aimed for high-temperature applications. Typically, they also reacted to solid 
material at elevated temperatures. Besides aluminum phosphates and sodium and ethyl 
silicates, various sol-gel type solutions and chromic acid have been used for sealing 
purposes. In many burning processes the coatings are exposed to corrosive gases that 
easily penetrate through the coating. Besides the physical blocking by a 
corrosion-resistant sealant, one possibility of sealing the coatings could be the 
impregnation with a material that would react with the corroding species and create a 
barrier against deeper penetration[47][48]. 
The molten metals have also been used for the penetration treatment of the thermal 
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spray coatings. It hand been reported that the molten copper could infiltrate into the 
plasma-sprayed Ti-30Mo coating and ZrO2 (8wt% Y2O3) coatings which led to the 
increasing coating adhesion, wear resistance and corrosion resistance against HCl and 
H2SO4 solutions
[49]. The dense coating with improved mechanical properties was formed 
after the rapid penetration of liquid manganese alloys. For porous zirconia and MnAl2O4 
spinel ceramics, manganese showed a good wettability and could infiltrate into pores with 
the diameter of several m[50][51].  
Because the porous sprayed coating could be considered as a constant cross-section 
capillary, according to the theory of capillarity the driving force for penetrating into the 
coating is the capillary force. Theoretically the capillary force is significantly affected by 
the wetting behavior between the spray coating material and sealant. The residual air 
inside in the pore and the evaporating gases generated from the sealant would create an 
opposing force to the capillary pressure and block the penetration. Additionally, the 
viscosity of sealant is also a critical factor that would determine the penetration depth 
and velocity. It can be concluded that impregnation is a complex dynamic phenomenon 
depended on the surface and bulk properties of the sealant and the spray coating[52]. 
Ohmori et al. showed that ZrO2 porous coating surface could be completely wetted by 
pure manganese and the good wettability promote the penetration of sealant into the 
coating. The alloying with copper of manganese was found to decrease the wetting 
property and the contact angle increased to 113° when the copper components accounted 
for 80%, which resulted in the limited penetration effect of the molten manganese-copper 
alloy [50]. Knuuttila et al. also reported that the laboratory-formulated sealants with a good 
wetting behavior on the plasma alumina coating substrate could impregnate into the 
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alumina coating effectively [3]. However, these researches all focused on the wettability of 
sprayed coating surface, it is more accurate to measure the wettability between 
spray-coating material and molten sealant in studying the feasibility of penetration 
treatment. 
2.2.  Surface Theory Fundamentals 
This section focuses on the concepts of surface tension, wettability and contact 
angle. Effect of roughness on the contact angle is also briefly discussed. 
2.2.1. Surface Tension and Wettability 
2.2.1.1. Surface Tension 
As suggested by Keene, the surface tension originates from intermolecular forces[53]. 
As shown in Figure 2.2.1, the particles in the bulk of a phase are surrounded by 
molecules and tied by the chemical bonds. The exposed surface particles (assuming an 
interface with gas) will have less neighbors and therefore they will be subject to uneven 
intermolecular forces. Because the gas phase affords only a weak attraction, the bulk 
phase particles continue to exert relatively strong intermolecular forces which creates a 
state of tension (higher energy states) in the surface layer of molecules. When the 
surrounding fluid is air and the second fluid is liquid, the interfacial tension is instead 
called surface tension (or surface free energy) and it is denoted by the symbol γ. Its 
units are those of energy per surface, [J/m2]. 
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Figure 2.2.1  Origin of surface tension: a molecule in the bulk (left)  
a molecule at the interface (right)  
Chemical composition and temperature are the two main parameters effecting the 
surface tension[54][55]. For the liquid phase, the surface tension and surface free energy 
are a measure of the intermolecular forces which expresses how much energy is needed 
to increase the liquid surface area by one unit, which leads to the thermodynamic 
definition. 
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For the solid phase, surface tension measures the energy required to stretch the 
surface. The surface tension usually decreases with increasing temperature as molecules 
become less tightly bound to the surface with increasing kinetic energy. 
2.2.1.2. Wettability 
The physics of wetting is concerned with phenomena involving the interaction of 
three phases, typically a liquid (the drop), a gas (the medium) and a solid (the substrate) 
as they come into contact with each other. An important question about the solid surface 
is whether liquid is going to wet it. As suggested by DeGennes[56], this can be assessed 
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by the spreading parameter, S, which indicates the surface free energy difference of a 
wetted surface compared to a dry surface: 
LVSLSV  S                                           2.2.2 
where γSV, γSL, and γLV are the solid–vapor and solid–liquid interfacial tensions, and 
the surface free tension (of water). If the surface free energy of a dry solid is larger than 
the wetted one, i.e. S > 0, it is energetically favorable for the liquid phase spread 
indefinitely and the situation is depicted as total wetting.. Every other case falls into 
partial wetting regime, where S < 0. In this situation the liquid will only wet a finite area 
and form an angle to the solid substrate. Partially wetting surfaces can be further 
divided into hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and super-hydrophobic subclasses, yet the limits 
for these cannot be determined by the spreading parameter. A convenient measure of 
wetting is the contact angle, described in the following section.    
2.2.1.3. Contact angle 
        
Figure 2.2.2  Schematic of the contact angle formed between a liquid  
and a solid in surrounding vapor phase 
The contact angle is used as a characteristic of wettability of a system. Thomas 
Young presented that when a liquid is in contact with a surface, it adopts an angle of 
contact, which is dependent on a balance of the interfacial tensions of the three phases 
L
S SL

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[57].The contact angle, θ, as seen in Figure 2.2.2 , is the angle subtended by a tangent to 
the liquid drop at the point on the triple-phase contact line where the solid surface and 
the surrounding phase meet[58]. The theoretical description of equilibrium contact angle 
θ from the consideration of a thermodynamic between the three phases could be 
determined from these quantities by Young's Equation: 
 cosLVSLSV                                          2.2.3 
The contact angle could simply classify the wettability of a droplet on the solid 
surface: a non-wetting system has a contact angle between 90° and 180°, a completely 
wetting system will have a 0° contact angle, and the degree of wettability decreases as 
the contact angle increases. When the surface is chemically homogeneous, inert, hard, 
and smooth, the contact angle is independent of volume. However, the contact angle 
would be influenced by the change in the chemical composition of the droplet ambient 
conditions such as surface roughness, temperature variation and oxygen partial 
pressure[58][59]. 
2.2.1.4. Work of adhesion 
In general, the driving force for the formation of a solid/liquid interface is the 
decrease in free energy that occurs when intimate contact is established[60]. This change 
in Gibbs free energy (per unit area) is given by: 
ΔG = γLV + γSV − γSL                                         2.2.4 
Where ΔG is the change of the Gibbs free energy for interface formation. When 
only chemical bonding occurred and the liquid and solid substrate remain free of plastic 
deformation, ΔG is identical to the work of adhesion, Wad, necessary to separate a unit 
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area of the interface into the two original surfaces[61]: 
SLSVLVad  W                                          2.2.5           
As indicated by Eq. 2.2.5, known as the Dupré equation, the work of adhesion Wad 
increases as the solid/liquid interfacial energy and a greater Wad implies a greater 
solid/liquid interfacial stability. And it can be combined with Young's Equation, so the 
work of adhesion, Wad, can be related to the more accessible contact angle, θ, between 
the liquid and the solid substrate given by the Young-Dupré equation: 
  cos1LVad W                                           2.2.6 
According to the Young-Dupré equation, the wettability can be defined as the 
condition at which the contact angle between the liquid metal and the solid substrate is 
below 90. As θ is 0°, complete spreading occurs, and the work of adhesion reaches the 
maximum allowable value, namely 2γLV. 
2.2.1.5. Sessile drop method 
There are a number of techniques to measure the contact angle of the liquid 
on a solid substrate, including optical reflectometry, contrast interferometry, the 
capillary rise technique, Wilhelmy plate tensiometry and various goniometric 
methods [62] [63] [64]. The most commonly-employed technique for measuring the 
contact angle of a sessile drop resting on liquid-repellent surfaces are the 
sessile-drop method. In the sessile drop technique, a liquid drop is deposited on 
the substrate surface and the contact angle is measured using an optical 
subsystem to capture the profile of the pure liquid on the solid substrate. Older 
systems used a microscope optical system with a back light. Current-generation 
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systems employ a video camera equipped with a suitable magnifying lens, interfaced to 
a computer with image-analysis software to determine the tangent value precisely on the 
captured image. A number of image analysis algorithms can be subsequently 
employed to estimate the contact angle from the drop profile such as 
polynomial fitting, spherical cap approximations or direct fitting to numerical 
solutions of the Young-Laplace equation [65]. The elevation of the sample stage need 
to be controlled easily with high precision is also required for the application of this 
technique. However, in sessile-drop techniques, the region in the vicinity of the 
triple-phase contact line can appear distorted or blurred due to optical noise 
caused by diffraction and scattering which leads to systematic errors in the 
evaluation of the tangent line. 
2.2.1.6. Effect of roughness on wettability 
Young’s equation is based on ideal surfaces which are atomically smooth, 
chemically homogeneous, rigid and not prone to chemical interaction with the liquid or 
vapor phase. In such cases, a single unique contact angle exists. However, for real 
surfaces, it is generally accepted that a range of meta-stable contact angles may exist for 
the interaction of a liquid with a surface and as such, a single static contact angle is not 
sufficient to report. To accommodate for surface roughness, additional aspects have to 
be taken into account [66][67][68]. The roughness of solid surface has an important effect 
on the contact angle and two different models for the drop in contact with the surface 
have been described by Wenzel [69] and Cassie [70]. 
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 Figure 2.2.3 Two models of wetting:  
   (a) the Wenzel state  (b) the Cassie state     
In Wenzel’s model, it could be observed that a "rough" surface will store more 
surface energy per unit area rather than a smooth one which would affect its equilibrium 
contact angle. Wenzel pointed that it is adequate to notice that the observed contact 
angle differs from the local Young’s contact angle which follows the microscopic 
roughness of the surface (see Figure 2.2.3 (a)). The Wenzel contact angle θobserved on a 
surface of roughness r is; 
cosθobserved = r cosθactual (r > 1)                               2.2.7       
where θactual is the Young’s contact angle, θobserved is the observed contact angle, r is 
the roughness factor which could be defined as: 
r = A/Ageom                                              2.2.8   
where A is the actual surface area and Ageom is the perpendicular projection of 
A .from 2.2.7 and the previous discussion, it is easy to see that in the Wenzel state 
roughness always enhances the intrinsic wetting character of the material. 
When dealing with a heterogeneous surface, the Wenzel model is not sufficient. In 
1944 Cassie and Baxter addressed a system where fraction f1 of liquid wets the surface, 
㻌 㻌
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yet fraction f2 lies on top of an “air cushion”. As shown in Figure 2.2.3, the liquid does 
not wet the substrate entirely, but it is rather suspended on top of the surface roughness. 
In the Cassie state, drops are predominantly in contact with the top of the surface 
asperities, such that the contact angle is an average between the contact angle on air (i.e. 
180 °) and that on the surface (θ), depending on the fraction (f) of the solid in contact 
with the liquid: 
cosθobserved = f + f cosθ – 1                                 2.2.9 
It can be seen that increasing the air fraction, f2, yields higher apparent contact 
angles regardless of the Young’s contact angle. This effect has been employed in 
creating surfaces exhibiting composite wetting for materials which exhibit intrinsic 
contact angles less than 90°. In addition, when f2 = 0, the Cassie-Baxter equation (2.6) 
reduces to the Wenzel equation (2.5) with f1 = r. In general, the more stable wetting state 
(either Wenzel or Cassie-Baxter) is determined by which exhibits the lower apparent 
contact angle[71]. 
2.2.2. Wettability of molten oxides on solid metal 
The wettability of material surfaces at high temperature has been studied 
extensively and shown to be a critical issue in many fields of materials processing, and 
it could be influenced by many factors, including the chemical composition of solid and 
liquid phases, the substrate surface roughness and the experimental furnace conditions[72] 
[73] [74] [75] [76] [77]. 
Many studies have indicated that the surface tension of solid transition metals 
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studied here is much higher than that of molten oxides; therefore wetting of solid metals 
by liquid oxides is expected to be much better than wetting of solid oxides by liquid 
metals[78]. The data on the wetting of solid metals by liquid oxides are very limited. 
Parry et al. reported that the molten MnO-SiO2 oxides showed a quite good wettability on 
the iron substrate surface. The molten MnO-SiO2 oxides reached a steady state on the iron 
substrate with a final contact angle of 9° at 1663 K and 6° at 1623 K[79]. Strezov et al. 
studied wetting of the chromium substrate by the eutectic MnO-SiO2 system. The 
contact angle between solid Cr and molten (MnO-SiO2) slag varied from around 30° at 
1250°C to below 10° near 1400°C[80]. Towers examined wetting of Pt by the MnO-SiO2 
oxides, which indicated a contact angle of 2-7° under nitrogen, and the wetting behavior 
was effected significantly by the atmosphere[81]. Literature data on wetting of Fe 
substrates by the Na2O-SiO2 system and some other molten oxides generally show good 
wetting in these systems. Katzschmann reported the spreading of alkali-Ca silicate melts 
on Pt substrates under non-isothermal conditions at 910°C, behavior which was 
complicated by the increased contact angle at higher or lower temperatures[82]. A high 
degree of wetting of metal substrates by molten oxides at 850-1100°C was observed by 
Presnov and Nogina, although a preformed metal oxide layer was a necessary 
condition[83]. Gavriliu studied wettability of Pt and Fe by sodium silicate-based slags 
(70% SiO2) with additions of 8% Al2O3 and CaO, reporting contact angles for Fe 
substrates of a rapid transition from the relatively high contact angle before complete 
slag melting to complete wetting[84]. For Na2O-SiO2 melts, Tomsia and Pask studied the 
effect of oxygen partial pressure on the wetting of various substrates[85]. In a graphite 
furnace with an oxygen partial pressure around 10-20 atm, the molten oxides complete 
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wet the Fe substrate, the spreading of the oxide on Fe took about 90 min. In experiments 
in an alumina tube furnace, oxygen partial pressure was around 10-10 atm and contact 
angles were approximately 10° for Fe substrate. 
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Chapter 3.   Experimental 
General experimental details of materials and techniques used in this thesis are 
described in this chapter. Information pertaining to specific procedures is presented in 
the experimental section of the relevant chapters. 
3.1.  Experimental apparatus 
The study was performed in an instrument which was composed of two major parts, 
an infrared vacuum furnace and the image observation system. Figure 3.1.1 illustrates 
the schematic diagram of the vacuum furnace. The infrared vacuum furnace (Condensed 
Irradiation System Infrared Vacuum Furnace, IVF298W, THERMO RIKO CO., LTD, 
Japan) was consisted primarily of an infrared lamp and gold mirrors. To achieve a high 
heating rate, infrared light generated from the infrared lamp was transmitting through a 
transparent quartz tube and focused on the specimen holder by gold mirrors, and the 
temperature was controlled by a Pt-PtRh thermocouple mounted close to the sample. 
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Figure 3.1.1 Schematic diagram of infrared vacuum furnace 
There are several advantages in the furnace: (1) a high heating / cooling rate (1) 
samples are heated from the outside of the furnace, so that no contamination from 
heating elements occurs, (2) the structure inside the furnace is simpler than vacuum 
furnaces with metal heaters and reflectors, which makes it easier to simulate gas flow in 
the furnace. However, there are a few disadvantages as well: (1) the maximum heating 
temperature cannot exceed 1427 K, (2) samples highly transparent against infrared light 
are difficult to be heated, (3) it is difficult to obtain the exact ambient temperature in the 
furnace because of the design. 
A Nikon D300s digital video camera was used to record image sequences during 
the wettability experiments. The camera gives images at a resolution of 720 x 576 pixels. 
A blue welding goggle lens and green tinted lens are placed in between the camera and 
the furnace window to reduce glare from the sample at high temperature.   
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3.2.  Materials 
3.2.1. SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O oxides (SAKN)  
A 6-mm square SAKN oxides specimen was cut from a 1-mm-thick plate; the 
chemical composition of the SAKN OXIDES is presented in Table 3.2.1, which shows 
that SAKN Oxides consisted primarily of SiO2 and Al2O3, with slight amounts of alkali 
metal oxides (K2O, Na2O) detected.  
Table 3.2.1  The chemical composition of SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O oxides (wt.%) 
Compound SiO2 Al2O3 K2O Na2O CaO ZrO2 Y2O3 Fe2O3 Rb2O TiO2 PbO SnO2 LOI* 
Concentration 70.16 13.77 8.87 4.09 2.14 0.68 0.11 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 
*LOI: loss of ignition. 
The result of X-ray diffraction of SAKN OXIDES was given in Figure 3.2.1. No 
sharp diffraction peaks could be observed in X-ray diffraction profile which confirmed 
that the SAKN OXIDES was composed by an amorphous structure. 
 
Figure 3.2.1  X-ray diffraction analysis of the SKAN oxides 
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3.2.2. MnO-SiO2 oxides (MS) 
The MnO-SiO2 oxides (MS) with near-eutectic composition was used as another 
oxide for the penetration treatment of stainless steel coating in our study. The raw 
materials for making the MnO-SiO2 were provided by Taiko Refractories Co., Ltd., 
Fukuoka, Japan.  
Table 3.2.2  Chemical composition of MnO-SiO2 oxides (mass %) 
Compound MnO SiO2 Al2O3 K2O Na2O CaO MgO Fe2O3 ZrO2 P2O5 LOI
* 
Concentration 55.80 42.70 0.89 0.01 0.11 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.32 
*LOI: loss of ignition. 
The MnO powder was obtained as product with specified purity of 99.99+%. The 
silicon dioxide powder was specified as being more pure, 99.995+%. A mixture of MnO 
powder and SiO2 powder was melted in a SiC crucible at 1773K and then cool down in 
the furnace. The chemical composition of the MS oxides was analyzed by X-Ray 
fluorescence (XRF) and the results are presented in Table 3.2.2. The MS oxides consisted 
primarily of 55.8 wt% MnO and 42.7 wt% SiO2, which is close to the eutectic 
composition of 61.7 wt% MnO and 38.3 wt% SiO2.  
Table 3.2.3  Chemical composition of the SUS316L stainless substrate (mass %) 
Compound C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo 
Concentration ≤0.03 ≤1.00 ≤2.00 ≤0.045 ≤0.03 12.00~15.00 16.00~18.00 2.00~3.00 
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3.2.3. SUS 316L stainless steel substrate 
A SUS316L stainless steel plate measuring 14 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness 
was used as the substrate in the study of the wettability of molten oxides. The chemical 
composition of the SUS316L stainless steel is given in Table 3.2.3. 
3.2.4. Plasma-sprayed stainless steel coating substrate 
The plasma spray coating samples were provided by KURASHIKI BORING KIKO 
CO., LTD., Japan. SUS316L stainless steel powder with the average diameter of 
53±10 μm was used as the feedstock spray coating material. A plain carbon steel cut into 
a shape of 14 mm in diameter and 1.6 mm in thickness was used as the substrate. The 
plasma spraying was conducted on the substrate using a Sulzer Metco 9MB spray system, 
with hydrogen combined with argon used as the fuel gas. The typical thickness of the 
sprayed coating was approximately 280~290 μm. 
Table 3.2.4  Chemical composition of cleaning (blast) media (mass %) 
Compound Al2O3 TiO2 SiO2 Fe2O3 
Concentration 96.53 1.89 0.95 0.29 
To improve the adhesion of the bonded coatings, the substrate surfaces were 
thoroughly degreased and cleaned before the deposition process, and the chemical 
composition of the cleaning (blast) media is presented in Table 3.2.4. 
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3.3.  Experimental procedure 
3.3.1. Wetting behavior 
The wetting behavior of the specimens was studied by the sessile drop method. 
After the samples were placed on a sample stage within the vacuum furnace, the furnace 
gas atmosphere was slightly reducing to a vacuum level of 2×10−2 Pa at room 
temperature and then backfilled with a high-purity argon (99.9999%) flow during the 
experiment. It should be noted that the argon flow employed still contained some traces 
of impurity gases such as O2 (＜0.1 ppm) and N2 (<0.3 ppm). The temperature of the 
furnace was raised to the maximum experimental temperature at a rate of 100 K/min. 
High-resolution (4288×2848 pixel) photographs were captured to record image 
sequences of the droplets. The contact angle of the stainless steel/molten SAKN oxides 
system was measured to characterize the wetting behavior. The wetting experiment was 
conducted twice for each type of substrate to guarantee an accurate measurement of the 
contact angles. The contact angle was analysis by the software: CANVAS (version: 11 
Build 1173, ACD systems of America, Inc.) 
3.3.2. Penetration treatment 
The study of the penetration treatment of stainless steel coating by molten oxides 
was also conducted in the infrared vacuum furnace. The oxides samples were placed on 
the stainless steel coating surface, the furnace gas atmosphere was slightly reducing to a 
vacuum level of 2×10−2 Pa at room temperature and then backfilled with a high-purity 
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argon (99.9999%) flow during the experiment. The temperature of the furnace was 
raised to the maximum experimental temperature at a rate of 100 K/min. 
3.4.  Sample analysis 
To examine the oxidation characteristics of the substrate surface, the different 
substrates were analyzed using X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) (AXIS Nova, 
Shimadzu Corp., Japan). Three-dimensional scanning electron microscopy (3D-SEM) 
(3D-SEM) (ERA-8800FE, Elionix LTD, Japan) was also performed to observe and 
characterize the surface roughness of the different substrates. The Ra value, which 
indicates the height of the peaks and the depth of valleys along a mean line, was used as 
a measure of surface roughness. After the experiments, samples were then mounted in 
an epoxy resin and polished through to a cross section of the interface. The polishing 
method was conducted as for initial substrate preparation, with a final polishing stage 
using the 1 m diamond pad. The cross-section of the sprayed coatings was examined by 
electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) (FE-EPMA, JXA-8530F, JEOL LTD, Japan) to 
determine the elements concentration and distribution, and the back scattered electron 
composition technique (COMPO) which represents the atomic weight ratio was 
performed to evaluate the microstructural and morphological characteristics. 
Thermodynamic analysis of the molten oxides/ substrate systems was performed to 
study the characteristics of the reactions that occur during the wetting process and the 
penetration process. 
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Chapter 4.                     
Wettability of SUS316L 
Stainless Steel by Molten 
SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O 
Oxides 
4.1.  Experimental 
4.1.1. SUS316L stainless steel substrate 
To evaluate the wetting behavior of SAKN oxides on stainless steel comprehensively, 
three types of stainless substrates were prepared according to the following surface 
pre-treatment procedures:  
1. Normal-S: The as-received stainless steel plate held in contact with air at room 
temperature for several months was employed as the substrate.  
2. Polished-S: The Normal-S substrate was polished with a series of emery papers up 
to No. 1500 to remove the natural oxide layer and then washed with alcohol. The wetting 
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experiment was carried out immediately after the washing to prevent the re-oxidation of 
the stainless steel surface.  
3. Heated-S: The Normal-S substrate was placed in a muffle furnace in air. After 
being held at 1000 °C for 90 minutes, the stainless substrate was cooled to room 
temperature in the furnace.  
To examine the oxidation characteristics of the substrate surface before the wetting 
experiments, Normal-S, Polished-S and Heated-S were analyzed using X-ray 
photoelectron spectrometry (XPS). Three-dimensional scanning electron microscopy 
(3D-SEM) was also performed to observe and characterize the surfaces roughness of the 
different substrates.  
4.1.2. Experimental procedures 
The study of wetting behavior of molten SAKN OXIDES/stainless steel was carried 
out in the condensed infrared vacuum furnace at 1273 K and 1373 K for 45 min. After the 
wetting experiments, the cross-sections of the substrates were examined by scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) and an electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) to determine 
the concentration and distribution of elements. Thermodynamic analysis was also 
performed to study the characteristics of the reactions that occur during the wetting 
process.  
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4.2.  Results 
4.2.1. Characterization of stainless steel surfaces 
Before the wetting experiments, the surface oxidation characteristics and surface 
roughness of the stainless substrates which subjected to different pre-treatments were 
investigated by XPS and 3D-SEM analysis. 
Table 4.2.1  Fitting parameters for Fe 2p3/2 and Cr 2p3/2XPS spectra and   
        relative quantity of compounds on stainless steel surface  
 Substrate Valence state 
Binding 
energy/eV 
Relative 
quantity 
Cr 2p3/2 
Polished-S 
Cr 574.2 0.39 
Cr3+ 576.5 0.61 
Heated-S 
Cr3+ 576.4 0.67 
Cr6+ 577.8 0.33 
Fe 2p3/2 
Polished-S 
Fe 706.9 0.62 
Fe2+ 709.5 0.27 
Fe3+ 710.8 0.11 
Heated-S 
Fe2+ 709.6 0.23 
Fe3+ 710.8 0.33 
Fe3+ 711.6 0.44 
The high-resolution XPS spectra were taken on the different substrates surfaces and 
the photoelectrons corresponding to the components: iron, chromium, nickel and 
manganese emanating from the stainless steel surfaces were recorded. The peaks of the 
XPS spectra were individually divided by curve fitting to obtain information about the 
ionic state of the element and to estimate the relative proportion of the different ionic 
states. The corresponding binding energies and the percentage of the peaks calculated by 
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the peak areas are summarized in Table 4.2.1. All the peak positions closely matched the 
standard results in the Handbook of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy [86]. 
The high-resolution XPS spectra of the Cr 2p3/2, Fe 2p3/2, Ni 2p3/2 and Mn 2p3/2 
transitions with the corresponding metallic and oxide components after surface 
polishing are shown in Figure 4.2.1, Figure 4.2.2, Figure 4.2.3 and Figure 4.2.4, 
respectively. On the surface of Polished-S substrate, the spectrum of Cr 2p3/2 was fitted 
with two peaks, located at a binding energy of 574.2 eV for chromium metal and at a 
binding energy of 576.4 eV for Cr3+ state of chromium, respectively.  
 
Figure 4.2.1  XPS spectrum of Cr 2p3/2 for Polished-S substrate 
For the Fe 2p3/2 spectrum of the Polished-S substrate, the fitted peak at binding 
energy of 706.9 eV was attributed to iron metal, and the peaks at 709.5 eV and 710.8 eV 
were assigned to Fe2+ and Fe3+ state of iron, respectively.  
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Figure 4.2.2  XPS spectrum of Fe 2p3/2 for Polished-S substrate 
In the XPS pattern of Ni 2p3/2 of the Polished-S substrate, the peak observed at 852.9 
eV was due to the presence of 2p3/2 electrons of nickel atoms in the Ni
0 state, and the 
peak at binding energy of 854.2eV denoted the presence of nickel as Ni3+.  
 
 Figure 4.2.3  XPS spectrum of Ni 2p3/2 for Polished-S substrate 
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The Mn 2p3/2 spectrum of the Polished-S substrate could be fitted with three peaks. 
The fitted peak at binding energy of 638.4 eV was attributed to manganese metal and the 
fitted peaks observed at the binding energies of 641.0 eV and 644.7 eV indicated the 
presence of Mn2+ and Mn4+ states of manganese. 
 
Figure 4.2.4  XPS spectrum of Mn 2p3/2 for Polished-S substrate 
According to the fitting result, it is suggested that the metallic form as well as the 
oxides was found to exist on the stainless steel surface after mechanical polishing which 
may be attributed to the following processes: (1) the natural oxide layer on the 
Polished-S surface was removed after the pre-treatment, allowing the metallic form to 
exist on the stainless steel surface; (2) due to the rapid re-oxidation rate of stainless steel, 
the presence of metal peaks may be caused by the existence of metallic Fe and Cr under 
the oxide film, which is thinner than the X-ray penetration depth. The calculation of the 
proportion of the peaks area for Fe 2p3/2 and Cr 2p3/2XPS spectra is shown in Table 4.2.1 
indicated that the concentration of Fe and Cr metal is higher than that of the oxides. The 
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result of XPS analysis indicated that although the natural oxide film could be largely, but 
not completely removed by the polishing procedure, metallic form became to the 
dominant component of iron and chromium presented on the Polished-S surface. 
The high-resolution XPS scans of the Cr 2p3/2, Fe 2p3/2, Ni 2p3/2 and Mn 2p3/2 
transitions obtained for the stainless substrate heated at 1273 K for 45 min are shown in 
Figure 4.2.5, Figure 4.2.6, Figure 4.2.7 and Figure 4.2.8, respectively. The spectrum of 
Cr 2p3/2 for the Heated-S showed a broad distinct peak that appeared at binding energy of 
576.4 eV related to the Cr3+ state of chromium, with a shoulder related to Cr6+ on the high 
energy side.  
 
Figure 4.2.5  XPS spectrum of Cr 2p3/2 for Heated-S substrate 
The spectrum of Fe for the Heated-S substrate could be fitted with three peaks, the 
peaks at binding energy of 709.6 eV and 710.8 eV were assigned to Fe2+ and Fe3+, and the 
fitted peak at 711.6 eV was attributed to the Fe3+ in a mixture of Fe2O3 and FeOOH.  
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Figure 4.2.6  XPS spectrum of Fe 2p3/2 for Heated-S substrate 
For the Heated-S substrate, nickel gave three distinguishable peaks at 855.1 eV, 
856.7 eV and 861.8 eV which corresponds to the Ni2+, Ni2+ and Ni3+ state of nickel, 
respectively.  
 
Figure 4.2.7  XPS spectrum of Ni 2p3/2 for Heated-S substrate 
For the manganese 2p3/2 spectrum of the Heated-S substrate, there was a small peak at 
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binding energy of 641.0 eV corresponded to the Mn2+ state of manganese, and the 
dominant peak at binding energy of 645.5 eV corresponded to the existence of the Mn4+ 
state. 
 
Figure 4.2.8  XPS spectrum of Mn 2p3/2 for Heated-S substrate 
According to the surface analysis results, the peaks identified as both Fe0 and Cr0 
could not be detected in the XPS spectra, and the metallic form did not appear on 
Heated-S surface. It indicated that the surface of stainless steel is fully covered by the iron 
and chromium oxides after the pre-heat treatment. Some mixtures of iron and chromium 
oxides are contained in the oxide layer possibly because many studies have demonstrated 
that many Fe- and Cr-containing spinel structure compounds form on the stainless surface 
at high temperatures[87][88]. 
The high-resolution XPS spectra of the Cr 2p3/2, Fe 2p3/2, Ni 2p3/2 and Mn 2p3/2 
transitions with the corresponding metallic and oxide components of the Normal-S 
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substrate are shown in Figure 4.2.9, Figure 4.2.10, Figure 4.2.11 and Figure 4.2.12, 
respectively. For the Normal-S substrate, the spectrum of Cr 2p3/2 could be fitted with 
two peaks. The peak located at s binding energy of 574.0 eV indicated the presence of 
chromium metal, and the Cr 2p3/2 peak at 576.7 eV corresponded to the Cr
3+ state of 
chromium.  
 
Figure 4.2.9  XPS spectrum of Cr 2p3/2 for Normal-S substrate 
The XPS pattern of Fe 2p3/2 for the Normal-S substrate was composed by three fitted 
peaks, and the fitted peak at binding energy of 706.9 eV was attributed to iron metal, and 
the peaks appeared at 709.3 eV and 711.0 eV were assigned to Fe2+ and Fe3+ state, 
respectively.  
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Figure 4.2.10  XPS spectrum of Fe 2p3/2 for Normal-S substrate 
For the Ni 2p3/2 spectrum of the Normal-S substrate, the peak shown at a binding 
energy of 853.0 eV was due to the presence of nickel metal. The peak at binding energy 
of 854.8eV by nickel 2p3/2 indicated the presence of nickel as Ni
3+ state.  
 
Figure 4.2.11  XPS spectrum of Ni 2p3/2 for Normal-S substrate 
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The Mn 2p3/2 spectrum of the Normal-S substrate could be fitted with three peaks, 
and the fitted peak at binding energy of 638.4 eV was attributed to metallic form of 
manganese. The peaks observed at the binding energies of 640.9 eV and 643.3 eV 
shown in the profiles indicated the existence of Mn2+ and Mn4+ states of manganese.  
 
Figure 4.2.12  XPS spectrum of Mn 2p3/2 for Normal-S substrate 
Same as the Polished-S substrate, the metallic states of the elements could be 
detected in the spectra profiles as well as the oxides on the Normal-S substrate, it may be 
caused by the existence of metallic Fe and Cr under the oxide film, which is thinner than 
the X-ray penetration depth. The calculation of the proportion of the peaks area is shown 
in Table 4.2.1 indicated that the concentration of Fe and Cr oxides on the Normal-S is 
higher than that of the metal which demonstrated that the iron and chromium oxides was 
the dominant component existed on the Normal-S surface. 
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Figure 4.2.13  3D-SEM photo for Heated-S substrates surface 
 
Figure 4.2.14  3D-SEM photo for Normal-S substrates surface 
 
Figure 4.2.15  3D-SEM photo for Polished-S substrates surface 
The results of 3D-SEM analysis for the different substrates subjected to different 
surface treatments are shown in Figure 4.2.13, Figure 4.2.14 and Figure 4.2.15. The 
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calculated roughness parameter Ra is shown in Table 4.2.2. It can be clearly observed that 
many oxides particles existed on the Heated-S substrate surface, therefore, the Heated-S 
substrate exhibited the roughest surface and highest Ra. In contrast, because the 
Polished-S substrate was polished with a series of emery papers up to No. 1500, the 
surface of Polished-S was smoothest in three substrates surface. 
Table 4.2.2 3D-SEM results for stainless substrates surface 
 Heated-S Normal-S Polished-S 
Ra/m 0.2546 0.0786 0.0275 
4.2.2. Wetting behavior 
The wetting curve of molten SAKN OXIDES droplets on the Heated-S substrate 
surface at 1273 K is presented in Figure 4.2.16. Three characteristic regions on the curves 
of contact angle with respect to time was observed in the SAKN OXIDES/Heated-S 
system. The first region was characterized by a sharp slope in which the contact angle is 
decreased very rapidly. The second region of the curve showed a much smaller slope and 
the contact angles changed very slowly with the elapse of time. The third region on the 
curve was characterized by a steady state behavior of wetting and the contact angles were 
approaching to a static value about 40°. 
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Figure 4.2.16  Change in contact angle between  
                 SAKN oxides and Heated-S substrate 
The time dependence of the SAKN OXIDES contact angle on Normal-S substrate 
surface at 1273 K is presented in Figure 4.2.17. For Normal-S substrate, the contact 
angles also dramatically decreased initially and then gradually plateaued time. After 20 
min the molten SAKN oxides then reached a steady state on Normal-S surfaces. The 
curves indicate that the spreading rate obtained for Normal-S and Heated-S are nearly 
identical, however, it should be noticed that the Normal-S substrates exhibited a final 
contact angle approximately 33°, which is 5° higher than that of the Heated-S.  
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Figure 4.2.17  Change in contact angle between 
                  SAKN oxides and Normal-S substrate 
The wetting curve of molten SAKN oxides droplets on the Polished-S substrate 
surface at 1273 K is presented in Figure 4.2.18. On the Polished-S surface, the spreading 
rate of molten SAKN oxides droplet obtained was quite different from Normal-S and 
Heated-S. The contact angle did not begin to distinctly decrease until after 15 minutes and 
it took approximately 45 minutes for the molten SAKN oxides to reach a steady state. 
After that the contact angles finally approached a static value of approximately 42°. The 
final contact angles of Polished-S/SAKN oxides system was slightly higher than the 
contact angles measured for the other two substrates. 
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Figure 4.2.18  Change in contact angle between  
                  SAKN oxides and Polished-S substrate 
The wetting experiment results shown above clearly demonstrate that molten SAKN 
oxides presented good wettability when deposited on the different stainless substrates at 
1273 K. For the stainless steel substrates after the different pre-treatments, the substrate 
subjected to heat treatment exerted a slight effect on the wetting behavior of molten 
SAKN oxides, the final contact angle was found to be 10° smaller than that in the 
SAKN/Normal-S system. The final contact angle of the SAKN/Polished-S system was 
observed to be a little higher than the final contact angles of the Normal-S/SAKN oxides 
systems, and the wetting and spreading processes on the Polished-S surface was 
significantly slower.  
4.2.3. Chemical composition and interface morphology 
Figure 4.2.19 presents the composition-depth profile across the area near the triple 
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junction for the Heated-S sample. For the Heated-S substrate, close to the triple junctions 
of the wetting systems, an O-rich layer on the substrate surface could be distinctly 
observed. In this oxide layer, chromium, iron and manganese were all enriched on the 
outermost surface. Then, iron and manganese concentrations decrease with depth toward 
the bulk, and chromium was observed to become the dominant element at the same time. 
A chromium diffusion layer could be clearly distinguished between the oxide scales and 
the interior of the substrates. Underneath the diffusion layer, the chromium concentration 
began to increase until reaching the bulk. 
 
Figure 4.2.19  Composition-depth profiles across the triple  
            junction of Heated-S/SAKN oxides system 
The composition-depth profile across the area near the triple junction of 
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Normal-S/SAKN oxides system is shown in Figure 4.2.20. On the outermost surface of 
the Normal-S substrate close to the triple junctions of the wetting systems, the existence 
of O-rich layer could also be observed. In addition, on the outermost surface chromium, 
iron and manganese were also enriched and then varied with depth toward the bulk. The 
chromium diffusion layer observed near the Normal-S substrate was thinner than that in 
the Heated-S specimen. The chromium concentration began to increase until reaching the 
bulk underneath the diffusion layer. 
 
Figure 4.2.20  Composition-depth profiles across the triple 
             junction of Normal-S/SAKN oxides system 
Figure 4.2.21 presents the composition-depth profile across the area near the triple 
junction of Polished-S/SAKN oxides system. The element distribution characteristics of 
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Polished-S are slightly different from those of the other two specimens: both chromium 
and manganese were concentrated in the oxide layer, however, the enrichment of iron was 
not significant. Both the oxide layer and the chromium diffusion layer were the thinnest in 
the Polished-S substrate. 
 
Figure 4.2.21  Composition-depth profiles across the triple 
             junction of Polished-S/SAKN oxides system 
Figure 4.2.22, Figure 4.2.23 and Figure 4.2.24 presents SEM images of the sample 
cross-sections near triple junctions corresponding to the EPMA composition profiles.  
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Figure 4.2.22  SEM images of the triple junctions  
            of Heated-S/SAKN oxides system 
 
Figure 4.2.23  SEM images of the triple junctions  
            of Normal-S/SAKN oxides system 
The SEM images indicated the formation of oxide layers with different thicknesses 
on the different substrate surfaces, which is in accord with the EPMA results. Moreover, 
for the three different substrates, the thickness of the oxide scale also varied according to 
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the following sequence: Heated-S > Normal-S > Polished-S. It can also be noted that the 
Heated-S substrate is quite loose and exhibits many voids in its interior. In contrast, close 
to its surface, the Polished-S sample appears dense with no voids or discontinuities. The 
morphological features of Normal-S are intermediate to those of the other samples. 
 
Figure 4.2.24  SEM images of the triple junctions  
             of Polished-S/SAKN oxides system 
The EPMA depth composition profiles across the center of the interface of the 
SAKN/substrates system are shown in Figure 4.2.25, Figure 4.2.26 and Figure 4.2.27. As 
observed in Figure 4.2.27 and Figure 4.2.25, on the surfaces of both Normal-S substrate 
and Polished-S substrate, iron, chromium, manganese and oxygen did not show the 
apparent aggregating tendency and the oxide layer didn’t exist on the surfaces of 
substrates. The EPMA results indicated that the oxidation of stainless steel did not take 
place at the interface between the molten SAKN oxides and substrates.  
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Figure 4.2.25  Composition-depth profiles across the  
             interface of SAKN/Normal-S system  
On the surface of Heated-S, the accumulation of iron, chromium, manganese and 
oxygen could also not be observed, moreover, the decrease in the concentrations of Fe 
and Cr was observed near the interface. The elemental distribution analysis on the 
Heated-S surface demonstrated that the surface oxidation of Heated-S did not take place, 
on the contrary, the original oxide film existed on the surface of Heated-S was beginning 
to dissolve into the molten SAKN oxides at high temperature. 
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Figure 4.2.26  Composition-depth profiles across the  
            interface of SAKN/Polished-S system 
Although the oxidation characteristics of the substrate surfaces were different from 
each other after the pre-treatment, the EPMA results revealed that an oxide layer existed 
on all three substrate surfaces near the triple junctions of the SAKN/stainless system after 
the wetting experiments. According to the depth composition profiles, it can be deduced 
that the elements diffused outwards to the surface and reacted with oxygen during the 
wetting process, and lastly, Mn–Fe-type and/or Cr-Mn-Fe-type spinel and Cr2O3 formed 
on the substrate surface. The oxide layer formed on the stainless surface during the 
wetting experiment enable the molten SAKN oxides to spread on the stainless steel 
surface. 
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Figure 4.2.27  Composition-depth profiles across the  
            interface of SAKN/Heated-S system 
4.2.4. Effect of temperature on the wetting behavior  
The variation of contact angles of the molten SAKN oxides drops on the Normal-S 
substrate surface at 1373 K is presented in Figure 4.2.28. As can be seen from the curve, 
at 1373 K, because the SAKN oxides became to the molten state before we began to count, 
the evidential decrease of the contact angles could not be observed in the profile. The 
molten SAKN oxides then almost kept in a steady state on substrate surfaces and reach to 
a steady value about 31°, which is 5° lower that of SAKN/Normal-S system at 1273 K.  
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Figure 4.2.28  Wetting curve of SAKN/Normal-S substrate system at 1373 K 
4.3. Discussion 
The wetting experiment results shown above clearly demonstrate that molten SAKN 
oxides presented good wettability when deposited on the different stainless substrates at 
1273 K. For the stainless steel substrates after the different pre-treatments, as shown in 
Figure 4.3.1, the contact angles of the molten SAKN/stainless systems ultimately 
approached a static value of approximately 40° following the sequence Polished-S > 
Heated-S, and the wetting process on the Polished-S specimen was slower than that on 
the other two specimens. Moreover, at 1373 K, the molten SAKN oxides exhibited a 
better wettability on the Normal-S substrate surface than at 1273 K.  
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Figure 4.3.1  Change in contact angle between SAKN oxides  
   and stainless steel 
Through the microscopic observation and the analysis of the variation of the surface 
chemical composition before and after the wetting process, although the oxidation 
characteristics of the substrate surfaces were different from each other, the EPMA results 
revealed that an oxide layer existed on all three substrate surfaces near the triple junctions 
of the SAKN/stainless system after the wetting experiments. A further detailed 
discussion was made to evaluate the surface oxidation of stainless substrates and its 
influence on the high-temperature wettability of SAKN oxides. The schematic 
illustration of the interfacial phenomena during the wetting process is shown in Figure 
4.3.2.  
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Figure 4.3.2  Schematic illustration of interfacial phenomena 
 of SAKN-stainless steel system 
4.3.1. Microstructure of SAKN oxides 
In crystalline silica, silicon forms bonds with four oxygen atoms when in 
combination with other silicon atoms. By sharing oxygen atoms with two adjacent silicon 
atoms, the silica was formed by the SiO4 tetrahedral lattice network. Because the silicon 
and oxygen atoms are bonded together with covalent bonds, silica has a 
stable microstructure and a high melting point approximately 1986K. 
The main component of SAKAN oxides used in our research is silica, however it 
became to molten state at the experiment temperatures approximately 1273 K. This is 
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because that small amount of alkali metal oxides such as K2O and Na2O were existed in 
the SAKN oxides. When the alkaline oxide which was held together by the ionic bond 
was added to silica, the ionic bond in alkaline oxide began to break down and left the 
mixture full of positively charged sodium ions and negatively charged oxygen ions. Then 
the negatively charged oxygen ions started to trade places with the oxygen in the silica 
matrix. With an extra electron in its valence shell, the oxygen atom in the silica lattice no 
longer needs to form a covalent bond with one of its two neighboring silicon atoms, and 
the lattice becomes disrupted. As shown in the Figure 4.3.3, the alkaline oxides could 
disrupt the covalent bonds and cause the ordered crystalline structure to become 
disordered.  
 
Figure 4.3.3  Microstructure of SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O oxides 
When the wetting experiment was operated at 1273K which, in the molten SAKN 
oxides adhered to the substrate, the alkaline oxides such as K2O and Na2O with high the 
vapor pressure started to evaporate from SAKN oxides with the prolongation of holding 
time and the decomposition of the molten SAKN oxides took place. Due to the 
evaporation of K2O and Na2O, the rupture of Na–O and K–O bonds occurred; the Si was 
tended to bond to oxygen atoms with covalent bonds again which made to enable the SiO4 
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tetrahedral lattice network to reform. Because of the reconstruction of the SiO4 
tetrahedral skeleton, the SAKN oxides rest on the substrate surface was with a high 
melting-point and viscosity.  
Next we will discuss the possibility that the SAKN oxides would evaporate 
according to the following reactions at high temperature and to emphasize the state of 
molten SAKN/stainless steel system. In the view of thermodynamics, whether the 
alkaline oxides decompose during the wetting experiments depends on the relationship 
between the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of the decomposition reactions and the 
oxygen partial pressure in the furnace. 
Na2O (l) = 2Na (g) + 1/2O2 (g)                    4.3.1 
K2O (l) = 2K (g) +1/2 O2 (g)                       4.3.2 
According to Van’t Hoff equation,  
ΔG0 = − RTlnK                                         4.3.3 
the standard Gibbs free energy ΔG0 of reaction 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 could be given by the 
following equation: 
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                      4.3.5                                            
where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 Jmol-1K-1), T is the absolute temperature, 
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KNa2O/Na and KK2O/K are the equilibrium constant for the decomposition reactions 4.3.1 and 
4.3.2, p(O,g) is the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of decomposition reactions 
mentioned above. a(Na2O,l) and a(K2O,l) are the activity of Na2O and K2O, respectively and 
we consider a(Na2O,l) and a(K2O,l) to be the molar concentration of Na2O and K2O in the 
SAKN oxides in our calculations. In Eq. 4.3.4 and Eq. 4.3.5, the partial pressure of each 
vapor (Na (g), K (g) and O2 (g)) is equal to its molar fraction. According to the 
proportional relation of the different vapor species, the standard Gibbs free energy ΔG0 of 
reaction 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 could be written as: 
 l) O,(Na5/20 2g) (O,  / 16ln= apRTΔG                           4.3.6 
 l) O,(K5/20 2g) (O,  / 16ln= apRTΔG                            4.3.7 
By substituting the value of the standard Gibbs free-energyΔG0 taken from the 
literature which are indicated in Table 4.3.1. The equilibrium oxygen partial pressure 
p(O,g) was computed, and the calculation results are listed in Table 4.3.2. 
As mentioned previously, when the furnace was first evacuated to a vacuum level of 
2×10-2 Pa, the residual oxygen partial pressure in the furnace was about 4.0×10-8 atm. 
Then, the furnace was backfilled with argon flow at a constant rate during the wetting 
procedure, during which the oxygen partial pressure was less than 10-7 atm. The results 
indicate that the actual oxygen partial pressure of p’(O,g) contained in the furnace was 
between 10-7 atm and 3.4×10-4 atm. Table 4.3.2 clearly showed that the equilibrium 
oxygen partial pressure of both reactions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 were much higher than p’(O,g), 
which indicated that under these experimental conditions, the above mentioned reactions 
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would be shifted towards the right, and Na2O and K2O would tend to decompose 
continuously during the wetting experiment.  
Table 4.3.1  List of experimental literature data used in  
        the present thermodynamic assessment 
G/J 
 T=1300 K T=1400 K 
Na2O -590982 -612573 
Na -111433 -129.938 
K2O -577590 -603754 
K -138396 -157569 
O2 -295397 -320820 
ΔG0/J 
Na2O (l) = 2Na (g) + 1/2O2 (g) 220417 192287 
K2O (l) = 2K (g) +1/2 O2 (g) 153099 128026 
molar concentration 
Na2O 0.041 
K2O 0.058 
We also observed that for both the Na2O/Na system and K2O/K system, the 
equilibrium oxygen partial pressure at 1373 K was approximately four times higher than 
that at 1273 K. This finding confirms the results presented in the previous study, in which 
it was reported that temperature exerts a distinct effect on the decomposition of molten 
SAKN oxides and alkaline oxides exhibit a high evaporation rate with increasing 
temperature and the contact angles of molten SAKN oxides onto stainless at 1273 K 
was higher than at 1373 K. 
4.3.2. Surface oxidation of stainless steel 
Oxygen partial pressure is considered as an important and often the determining 
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factor which significantly inhibits the interface reactions and furthermore the wetting 
behavior at high temperature. The study presented here was performed to conduct a 
detailed thermodynamic analysis of the actual oxygen partial pressure in the furnace and 
determine whether the oxygen concentration was sufficient to induce oxidation reactions 
on the substrate surfaces. 
Table 4.3.2  Equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of the decomposition reactions 
Reaction T /K p(O,g)/ atm 
Na2O (l) = 2Na (g) + 1/2O2 (g) 
1300 2.6×10-5 
1400 1.2×10-4 
K2O (l) = 2K (g) +1/2 O2 (g) 
1300 3.6×10-4 
1400 1.3×10-3 
Based on the analysis of the decomposition of molten SAKN oxides in 
the preceding section, the oxygen produced by K2O decomposition was found to be 
approximately 10 times that produced by Na2O decomposition under the same condition. 
As a result, we could draw the conclusion that the oxygen existed in the furnace was 
consisted by two parts as shown in Figure 4.3.2 (b): the oxygen contained in the argon 
flow and the oxygen generated by the decomposition reaction of the alkaline oxides, 
which equal to the oxygen equilibrium partial pressure of K2O/K system oxygen 
generated. Even though the argon flowed continuously, the actual oxygen partial pressure 
around the molten SAKN oxides was between the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of 
the K2O/K system and p’(O,g). A thermodynamic analysis was conducted as follows to 
determine whether the oxygen around the molten droplet was sufficient to cause the 
oxidation of the stainless surface: 
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4/3Cr+O2 = 2/3Cr2O3                       4.3.8          
3/2Fe+ O2=1/2 FeFe2O4                  4.3.9               
1/2Fe+Cr+O2= 1/2FeCr2O4          4.3.10                 
1/2Mn+ Fe+O2= 1/2MnFe2O4                    4.3.11              
The Gibbs free-energy of reaction is used as the indicator whether the chemical 
reaction could proceed spontaneously. For above oxidation reactions, the Gibbs free 
energy change ΔG can be calculated from the following relations: 
ΔG = ΔG0 + RTln 
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where ΔG0 is the standard free energy; R is the universal gas constant (8.314 
Jmol-1K-1); T is the absolute temperature.  
In the equation, a(Cr, s) is the activity of Cr in the stainless steel, which, strictly 
speaking, is not exactly equal to its molar concentration; however, because Fe has little 
effect on the activity of Cr contained in Fe due to the elements’ similar structures and 
properties, we regarded a(Cr,s) as the molar concentration of Cr in the calculations. 
Similarly, we also regarded the a(Fe, s) and a(Mn,s) as the molar concentration of Fe and Mn 
of the stainless steel. The value of a(Cr2O3, s), a(Fe3O4, s), a(FeCr2O4, s) and a(MnFe2O4, s) could be 
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considered as 1 because the Cr2O3, Fe3O4, FeCr2O4 and MnFe2O4 that formed during the 
oxidation reaction were considered a pure solid. Both the equilibrium oxygen partial 
pressure of the K2O/K system (3.7×10
-4atm) and the oxygen contained in the argon (10-7 
atm) were examined, using the thermodynamic data summarized in Table 4.3.3.  
Table 4.3.3  List of experimental literature data used in the  
  present thermodynamic assessment 
ΔG0/J ( T= 1300 K) 
O2 -295397 
Cr -55456 
Cr2O3 -1355023 
Fe -64437 
Fe3O4 -1486358 
Cr2FeO4 -1788663 
Mn -70343 
Fe2MnO4 -1587971 
ΔG0/J ( T= 1300 K) 
4/3Cr+O2 = 2/3Cr2O3 -534010 
3/2Fe+O2 =1/2 Fe3O4 -351126 
1/2Fe+Cr+O2=1/2FeCr2O4 -511260 
Fe+1/2Mn+ O2= 1/2MnFe2O4 -398980 
Molar concentration 
Fe 0.58 
Cr 0.16 
Mn 0.02 
The calculation results of the Gibbs free energy ΔG for all suggested oxidation 
reactions are shown in Table 4.3.4. As shown in the table, the values of the Gibbs free 
energy change ΔG for all of the reactions were negative, which proves that all of the 
oxidation reactions are very likely to occur thermodynamically. In particular, because the 
values of the Gibbs free energy change ΔG for reactions 4.3.8 and 4.3.10 are more 
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negative than the others, Cr2O3 and FeCr2O4 formed easily on the substrate surface. 
Table 4.3.4 Gibbs free-energy ΔG of oxidation reactions  
        under different oxygen partial pressure 
Reaction 
ΔG/KJ 
10-7atm(argon) 3.7×10-4atm(K2O/K system) 
4/3Cr+O2 = 2/3Cr2O3 -422  -333  
3/2Fe+O2 =1/2 Fe3O4 -257  -168  
1/2Fe+Cr+O2=1/2FeCr2O4 -403  -314 
Fe+1/2Mn+ O2= 1/2MnFe2O4 -286  -197  
There is typically poor wettability between molten metals and ceramics or other 
non-metals. During the wetting experiment presented here, even a very small amount of 
oxygen could cause the surface oxidation of the stainless substrates, and a nonmetallic 
oxide film formed on the substrate surface; thus, the oxide film caused the molten SAKN 
oxides to spread on the substrates with good wetting behavior as shown in Figure 4.3.2 (c) 
and (d). As previously stated, because Heated-S was heated in a muffle furnace at 1273 K 
for 90 minutes, a thin oxide film had already covered the substrate surface. Thus, the 
molten SAKN oxides spread quickly on the surface and the contact angle of the sample 
approached a static value in a short time. The loose and discontinuous structure of 
Heated-S observed by SEM may result from the outward diffusion of metal elements 
during the heating pre-treatment. The existence of voids was therefore attributed to the 
elements’ diffusion during the wetting process and made the diffusion of elements easier 
than that through the Normal-S and Polished-S samples. On the other hand, more time 
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was required for Polished-S to reach the surface composition of Normal-S and Heated-S, 
which led to the relatively slow spreading rate. 
The oxygen partial pressure at the interface between SAKN oxides and stainless steel 
was different from that around the SAKN oxides droplet. This is because if the alkaline 
oxides had also decomposed at the interface, the oxygen produced by the decomposition 
reactions would have led to the generation of new gas-liquid interfaces and increased the 
free energy of the SAKN/stainless system. In addition, the high viscosity of the molten 
SAKN oxides also prevented the alkaline oxides from decomposing at the interface, and 
the oxygen partial pressure at the interface was much lower than that around the molten 
SAKN oxides. As shown in Figure 4.2.27, unlike the element diffusion characteristics 
observed near the triple junctions of the SAKN/Heated-S system, the oxide scale was not 
formed at the interface; on the contrary, the original oxide film dissolved into the molten 
SAKN oxides at high temperature. 
4.3.3. Wetting properties and surface roughness 
The Wenzel model describes the wetting of non-flat surfaces of a solid [72]:  
cosθobserved = r cosθactual                         4.3.16           
where θobserved is the apparent contact angle; cosθactual is defined for an ideal surface; 
and the roughness factor r, is defined as the ratio of the true area of the solid surface to the 
apparent area. According to the Wenzel model, the contact angle tends to decrease further 
from 90º as the surface roughness increases. The different surface characteristics of the 
samples examined in this study can be incorporated into the model to yield final contact 
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angles that are slightly different from those measured in our experiments. As indicated in 
the previous section, because the oxide particles grew on the stainless steel surface, the 
Heated-S specimen demonstrated the roughest surface and therefore the smallest final 
contact angle. In contrast, the Polished-S sample showed a smooth surface due to the 
removal of the natural oxide layer, resulting in final contact angles that were 5° higher 
than those of the other samples.  
4.4.  Conclusion 
In this chapter, the wetting behavior of stainless steel substrates by 
SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O oxides (SAKN) was examined, and the following conclusions 
were drawn: 
1 At 1273 K, the different surface pre-treatments of the stainless substrates had little 
effect on the samples' wettability, and the contact angles of the molten SAKN/stainless 
systems ultimately approached a static value of approximately 40° following the 
sequence Polished-S > Heated-S. It was also observed that the wetting process on the 
Polished-S specimen was slower than that on the other two specimens. 
2 According to microscopic observation and thermodynamic analysis, oxidation 
reactions occurred on all of the substrate surfaces, and the oxide layer generated near the 
triple junction was mainly composed of spinel and Cr2O3 compounds. In the case of 
Polished-S, the spreading and wetting rates were relatively slow because surface 
oxidation required more time. 
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3 The variation in the surface roughness of the substrates caused a slight difference 
in the final contact angles.  
4 The surface state of the stainless steel particles had little influence when SAKN 
oxides was applied in the penetration process for the porous stainless coating or the 
fabrication of ceramics-stainless steel coatings. 
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Chapter 5.       
Wettability of SUS316L 
Stainless Steel by Molten 
MnO-SiO2 Oxides 
5.1.  Experimental 
The study of the wettability of molten MnO-SiO2 oxides on the SUS316L stainless 
steel surface was also performed in the infrared heating vacuum furnace. The temperature 
to completely melt the MS oxides was measured in a preparatory experiment, which 
found the actual temperature is close to the theoretical melting temperature of 1523 K 
when the heating temperature was set at 1353K. The furnace was raised to 1353 K at a 
ramping rate of 100 K/min and held for 2 min.  
5.2.  Results and Discussion 
The wetting curve of a molten MS oxides droplet on the stainless steel coating 
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substrate surface at 1353 K is presented in Figure 5.2.1 and Figure 5.2.2. The curve 
indicates that the contact angle dramatically decreased as MS oxides approached the 
melting state after being held at 1353 K for approximately 30 sec. The molten MS oxides 
spread out on the stainless steel surface completely within 100 sec, after which the contact 
angle of the MS oxides/stainless coating system reaches a steady value. Therefore, it is 
found that the molten MS oxides have a very good wettability on the stainless steel 
coating surface.  
 
Figure 5.2.1  Molten MnO-SiO2 oxides droplet on stainless steel substrate 
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Figure 5.2.2  Change in contact angle between MnO-SiO2 oxides  
and stainless steel substrate 
G. Parry et al.[82] reported that when MS was placed onto the surface of iron substrate 
at high temperature under vacuum condition, the oxides of the MS phase decomposed as 
the following reactions 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. The reduced manganese and silicon was dissolved 
into the iron substrate, and the oxygen released in the reactions was adsorbed on the 
MS-substrate interface which changed the interfacial energy. The thermodynamic 
analysis was performed below to investigate the possibility that the molten MnO-SiO2 
oxides can decompose under experimental conditions. 
2MnO (l) = 2Mn (l) + O2 (g)                                    5.2.1 
SiO2 (l) = Si (l) + O2 (g)                                     5.2.2 
Whether the decomposition reactions (1) and (2) occurred depends on the 
relationship between the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of the reactions and the 
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actual oxygen partial pressure in the furnace. The equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of 
MnO/Mn system could be achieved by the following equation 5.2.3 
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where ΔG0 is the standard Gibbs free energy of reaction (1), KMnO/Mn is the 
equilibrium constant for the reaction, p(O2,g) is the equilibrium oxygen partial pressure and 
a(MnO,l) is the activity of MnO which we consider to be the molar concentration of MnO in 
the MnO-SiO2 oxides. As mentioned in the experimental section, although it is difficult to 
obtain the actual temperature in furnace due to the characteristic of the infrared heating 
system, we still could confirm that the heating temperature was close to the melt point 
according to the results of the preparatory experiments. Here, we carried out the 
calculation of equilibrium oxygen partial pressure at two different temperatures (1500K 
and 1600K). 
Table 5.2.1  Equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of the decomposition reactions 
Reaction T /K ΔG0/KJ p(O,g)/ atm 
2MnO (l) = 2Mn (l) + O2 (g) 
1500 548 2.1×10-20 
1600 531 1.2×10-18 
SiO2 (l) = Si (l) + O2 (g) 
1500 645 1.7×10-23 
1600 628 1.5×10-21 
The calculation results are listed in Table 5.2.1 along with the reference data. As 
mentioned above, during the treatments process, when the furnace was first evacuated to 
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a vacuum level of 2×10-7 atm, the residual oxygen partial pressure in the furnace was 
approximately 4.0×10-8 atm. Then, the furnace was backfilled with argon flow at a 
constant rate, in which the oxygen partial pressure was less than 10-7 atm. This indicates 
that the actual oxygen partial pressure p’(O2, g) contained in the furnace was between 10
-7 
atm and 4.0×10-8 atm. In contrast to the present calculation results, it is apparent that the 
equilibrium oxygen partial pressure of the decomposition reactions (1) and (2) was much 
lower than the actual oxygen partial pressure. Therefore, the reduction of MnO and SiO2 
was extremely limited at both 1500K and 1600K under the experimental conditions 
which will not cause the sharp variation of the MS oxides composition. 
5.3.  Conclusion 
In this section, conclusions regarding the high-temperature wetting behavior of 
stainless steel substrates with molten MS oxides could be drawn. The molten MS oxides 
have a very good wetting ability on the stainless steel surface. It is found that the molten 
MS oxides spread out on the stainless steel surface completely within only 90 sec, after 
which the contact angle of the MS oxides/stainless coating system reaches a steady value. 
The MnO and SiO2 oxides of the MS phase will not decompose and evaporate from MS 
oxides with the prolongation of holding time under the experimental condition. 
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Chapter 6.        
Penetration Treatments of 
Stainless Steel Coating by 
SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O 
Oxides 
6.1.  Experimental 
6.1.1. Plasma sprayed stainless steel coating 
The SUS316L stainless steel powder was used as the spray coating material, and the 
average diameter of the feedstock stainless steel particles was 53±10 μm. The other 
detailed plasma spraying conditions provided by KURASHIKI BORING 
KIKO.CO.,LTD, Japan is listed in Table 6.1.1 
6.1.2. Experimental procedures 
The study of penetration treatment and heat-treatment of the plasma sprayed 
SUS316L stainless steel coating by SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O oxides (SAKN) was also 
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carried out in the infrared vacuum furnace. The furnace was raised to 1273K held for 20 
minutes and 45 minutes and 1373K for 45 minutes, respectively. The cross-section of the 
sprayed coatings was examined by electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) to determine 
the elements concentration and distribution, and the back scattered electron composition 
technique (COMPO) which represents the atomic weight ratio was performed to evaluate 
the microstructural and morphological characteristics. 
Table 6.1.1  Atmospheric plasma spraying conditions 
Ar/H2 pressure (Psi) 75/50 
Ar/H2 flow (FMR) 116/11.5 
Arc voltage (V) 53 
Arc current (A) 450 
Spray rat (g/min) 50 
Spray distance (mm) 100 
6.2.  Results 
6.2.1. Heat treatment 
The microstructure of the as-sprayed stainless steel coating is presented in Figure 
6.2.1. As shown in Figure 6.2.1, the as-sprayed coating exhibited a relatively dense 
morphology formed by the deposition of rapidly solidified stainless steel particles under 
the spray condition. The large pores near the coating surface were recognized clearly, 
however, very little small-size pores could be detected in the as-sprayed coating. Plenty 
thin oxide films indicated by gray string could be observed both among the metallic 
particles correspond to the white areas and at the interfaces of the partially or totally 
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un-melted particles. Some spheroidal oxides could also be recognized in the as-sprayed 
coating which formed directly from a liquid droplet state.  
 
Figure 6.2.1 Cross-section of as-sprayed coating 
The microstructures of the sprayed SUS316L stainless steel coating after the 
heat-treatment was conducted at 1273 K is presented in Figure 6.2.2. The structure of the 
sprayed stainless steel coating had changed obviously after the heat-treatments. As shown 
in Figure 6.2.2, the thin oxide films between the metallic phases disappeared, and some 
large-scale oxides with irregular dendritic shapes became evident in the treated coating. 
Meanwhile, in these large-scale oxides, many small-sized pores indicated as black spots 
were found to be identical.  
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 Figure 6.2.2  Cross-section of heat treated (1273K) coatings 
The changes in the structure of sprayed coating treated at 1373K were clearer than 
that at 1273K. As shown in Figure 6.2.3, the oxides with rod-like shapes scattered in the 
stainless steel coatings, and the boundary of the impacted stainless steel particles became 
not as obvious as the from two.  
 
 Figure 6.2.3  Cross-section of heat treated (1373K) coatings 
After the heat-treatments under different experimental conditions, the elemental 
compositions of different regions (marked by numbers) in the coatings were analyzed by 
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EPMA and the results are listed in Table 6.2.1. As shown in Table 6.2.1, it is clear that 
the thin oxide films in the as-sprayed coating showed a higher proportion of chromium 
and manganese than the SUS316L stainless steel, and the content of chromium and 
manganese contained an increasing proportion than that in the as-sprayed coating with 
the increasing treatment temperature.  
Table 6.2.1 Elemental compositions (mass %) determined  
by EPMA after heat treatments  
Heat treatment 
conditions 
Position Fe Cr Ni Mn Si  O 
As-sprayed 
１ 62.1 16.0 12.3 1.2 0.8 0.8 
2 11.1 37.6 1.1 7.4 8.3 22.5 
1273K 
3 63.6 15.1 13.0 1.0 0.2 0.6 
4 10.4 37.0 1.5 13.6 2.7 22.1 
1373K 
5 59.6 14.6 11.6 0.8 0.3 0.6 
6 5.6 45.3 0.9 15.5 0.6 25.7 
6.2.2. Penetration treatment 
6.2.2.1. Effect of temperature on the penetration effect 
The COMPO photograph of the cross section of spray coating after the penetration 
treatment was preformatted at 1273K for 20min is presented in Figure 6.2.4. The 
elemental mappings (kalium, aluminium, oxygen, iron, chromium and manganese) of the 
corresponding position analyzed by EPMA is shown in Figure 6.2.5.  
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Figure 6.2.4  COMPO photographs after penetration  
     treatment at 1273K for 20min 
As observed in the Figure 6.2.5, both kalium and aluminium originally contained in 
SAKN oxides could be detected in the large-scale open pores as well as the connected 
pores near the coating surface, which indicated that at 1273K the molten SAKN oxides 
could infiltrate into the pores of spray coating only within 20 minutes. However, the 
analysis results of the characteristics of elemental distributions also indicated that the 
infiltration here is only restricted to the pores on and near the coating surface, for the 
micro-pores underneath, the molten SAKN oxides didn’t show a good penetration effect 
under the experimental condition. 
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Figure 6.2.5  Elements distribution after penetration  
     treatment at 1273K for 20min 
The COMPO image of the coating cross-section after the penetration treatment was 
conducted at 1273K for 45 min is presented in Figure 6.2.6 and the elemental mappings 
(kalium aluminium, oxygen, iron, chromium and manganese) obtained by EPMA is 
shown in Figure 6.2.7.  
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Figure 6.2.6  COMPO photographs after penetration 
     treatment at 1273K for 45min 
As shown in Figure 6.2.6 and Figure 6.2.7, comparing to the penetration treatment 
holding at 1273 K for 20 min, when the treatment was extended to 45 minutes at the same 
temperature, except for the open pores near the surface, aluminium and kalium could be 
also determined in some small interconnected pores 50 m away from the spray coating 
surface. It could be deduced that the molten SAKN oxides gradually infiltrated into the 
spray coating through the interconnected pores with the elapse of time.  
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Figure 6.2.7  Elements distribution after penetration 
     treatment at 1273K for 45min 
Different regions of the cross sections of spray coatings were selected to discuss the 
changes of SAKN oxides composition over different treatment time at 1273 K. The 
regions marked by the alphabet were defined in Figure 6.2.8 and Figure 6.2.9, the SAKN 
oxides which have not infiltrated into the pores and have infiltrated into the pores with 
different depth were chosen. The element compositions of the corresponding positions 
were analyzed by EPMA and the analysis results are listed in Table 6.2.2.  
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Figure 6.2.8  The element compositions of different regions (at 1273K for 20min) 
It is obvious that the oxides (point D) with irregular shapes existed in the sprayed 
coating showed a higher proportion of chromium and manganese and lower proportion of 
iron than the SUS316L stainless steel. After the penetration treatment at 1273 K for 20 
min, for the SAKN oxides which had penetrated into the micro interconnected pores (B 
point ( 4.7mass% Al, 4.6 mass% K, 8.8 mass% Fe and 3.2 mass% Cr) and C point ( 2.7 
mass% Al, 2.5mass% K, 25.8 mass% Fe and 9.4 mass% Cr)), the compositions of SAKN 
oxides was found to become a little different from the bulk composition at A point (5.3 
mass% Al, 5.5 mass% K, 0.5 mass% Fe and 1.3 mass% Cr). The contents of kalium and 
aluminium at B point had reduced slightly, and moreover, chromium and iron, which 
didn’t use to exist in the SAKN oxides could be detected in the same places. At C point, 
the changes of the elemental composition were more significant: the contents of kalium 
and aluminium were much less and the contents of iron and chromium also became 
much richer than that of B point. 
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Figure 6.2.9  The element compositions of different regions (at 1273K for 45min) 
The same changes of elemental compositions could also be detected after the 
treatment was conducted at 1273 K for 45 min. Comparing to the bulk composition at 
point E (5.6 mass% Al, 5.5 mass% K, 8.1 mass% Fe and 1.4 mass% Cr), the SAKN 
oxides existed in the pores of treated coating at point F (4.9 mass% Al, 3.1 mass% K, 17.6 
mass% Fe and 8.1 mass% Cr) had a richer composition of iron and chromium and lower 
composition of kalium and aluminium similar to the changes after the treatment at 1273 K 
for 20 min. In addition, the elemental composition changes at G point (2.6 mass% Al, 2.5 
mass% K, 33.2 mass% Fe and 7.4 mass% Cr) were found to be more profound than that at 
F point, which confirmed that the elemental compositions of SAKN oxides change 
significantly with the increasing penetration depth (G point) during penetrating into the 
stainless steel coating. 
6.2.2.2. Effect of Treatment Temperature on the Penetration Effect 
The characteristics of elemental distributions through the coating cross section after the 
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penetration performed at 1373K for 45 min are shown in Figure 6.2.10 and Figure 6.2.11. 
In contrast to treatment at 1273K, expect for the pores on the coating surface, the molten 
SAKN oxides had infiltrated into some smaller interconnected pores at 1373K. The 
penetration depth of molten SAKN oxides was approximately 100m~150m which 
indicated the fact that SAKN oxides could penetrate into a coating with an increasing 
penetration depth with the increasing temperature. 
Table 6.2.2  Elemental compositions (mass %) determined by  
EPMA after penetration treatments  
Conditions Position Al K Si Fe Cr 
1273K-20min 
A 5.3 5.5 24.7 0.5 1.3 
B 4.7 4.6 21.8 8.8 3.2 
C 2.7 2.5 16.2 25.8 9.4 
1273K-45min 
E 5.6 5.0 25.2 8.1 1.4 
F 4.9 3.1 12.7 17.6 8.1 
G 2.6 2.5 14.2 33.2 7.4 
1273K-20min 
Position O Mn Si Fe Cr 
D 22.1 13.6 2.7 10.4 37.0 
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Figure 6.2.10  COMPO photographs after penetration 
      treatment at 1273K for 45min 
Different regions of the cross sections of spray coatings were also selected to discuss 
the changes of SAKN oxides composition after the penetration at 1373 K. The regions 
marked by the alphabet were defined in Figure 6.2.12, the SAKN oxides which have not 
infiltrated into the pores and have infiltrated into the pores with different depth were 
chosen. The analysis results of the element compositions obtain by EPMA are listed in 
Table 6.2.2. 
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Figure 6.2.11 Elements distribution after penetration  
     treatment at 1273K for 45min 
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Figure 6.2.12  The element compositions of different regions 
As shown in Table 6.2.2, it also indicated that the SAKN oxides could infiltrate into 
the interior of the stainless steel spray coating better at a higher temperature, and the 
composition of SAKN oxides also changed from the bulk composition at point H (6.4 
mass% Al, 3.1 mass% K, 0.9 mass% Fe and 1.8 mass% Cr) after infiltrated into inter 
micro-pores at 1373K. Similarly, the contents of kalium and aluminium of SAKN oxides 
which had penetrated into the coating (I point (5.3 mass% Al, 4.1 mass% K, 38.6 mass% 
Fe and 13.8 mass% Cr) and J point (2.5 mass% Al, 2.2 mass% K, 38.3 mass% Fe and 6.9 
mass% Cr)) were decreased, chromium and iron, which didn’t use to exist in the SAKN 
oxides could be detected in the same places. The changes of elemental composition at J 
point was also found to be more significant than that at I point. 
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6.3.  Discussion 
6.3.1. Heat treatment 
In general, the formation of oxides existed in the stainless steel coating during the 
thermal spray process might be summarized as the following two reasons. Firstly, the 
oxidation of stainless steel particles took place during the time from leaving the spray 
gun until the feedstock particles impact upon the substrate surface. Secondly, the 
exposed surface of splats which had collided on the substrate also oxidized before they 
covered by the next layer. Many studies have documented that at the temperature above 
1073 K, the oxidation layer on the SUS316L stainless steel surface at high temperature is 
mainly composed by Cr2O3 and compounds with spinel structure characteristic such as 
FeCr2O4 or MnFeCrO4 which was also proved in the preceding discussion. As the heat 
treatment progressed, the original gas entrapped in the pore caused the surface 
re-oxidation of the stainless steel particles which induced that the content of chromium 
and manganese became higher than that in the as-sprayed coating after the heat 
treatments. 
Table 6.3.1 Elemental compositions (mass%) determined by  
 EPMA after penetration treatments  
Conditions Position Al K Si Fe Cr 
1373K-45min 
H 6.4 3.1 29.3 0.9 1.8 
I 5.3 4.1 9.6 38.6 13.8 
J 2.5 2.2 9.2 38.3 6.9 
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There were also some changes in the microstructure of stainless steel coating 
accompanying with the composition changes. The refinement and interface healing 
between the impacting stainless steel particles occurred in the spray coating as the 
heat-treatment advanced. Because the thermal expansion rate of metal is about three 
times as high as that of oxides, the expanded metal particles would squeeze the 
surrounding oxides into relatively large interspace in the coating at high temperature. As a 
result, the thin oxide film consisted of Cr2O3 and spinel oxides began to move along the 
spray particle boundary, and finally the oxides and entrapped gas aggregated together. In 
the view of surfaces and interfaces science, the physical system always tends to maintain 
as small a surface area as possible to minimize its energy state. In comparison with the 
smaller particles, the larger ones have smaller surface free energies. As a result, the 
stainless steel particles and the oxides have the tendency to gather together to keep the 
minimum free surface energy. In cooling process, the small-size pores appeared in the 
large-scale oxides due to the shrink of the metal particles which could observe in the 
COMPO photographs of the spray coatings. It should not be difficult to conclude that the 
interconnected micro-pores were connected by the path that composed of the spinel 
structure oxides and Cr2O3. 
6.3.2. Penetration treatment 
The action of molten SAKN oxides could be categorized into two phenomena after 
infiltrating into the stainless steel coatings: the physical penetration process and the 
chemical solid-solution process. In the preceding chapter, it had been found that the 
molten SAKN oxides exhibited a good wetting behavior on the SUS316L stainless steel 
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surface due to the existence of the surface oxide layer, the molten SAKN oxides could 
dramatically spread on the heated stainless steel surface in a short time. As a result, for 
the large-scale pores near the stainless steel coating surface, the molten SAKN oxides 
could infiltrate into them effortlessly even in a short time due to the good wettability. 
Even for the interconnect pores, because the path that connected these inter micro-pores 
was also composed of the oxides, the molten SAKN oxides could also get through the 
oxide tunnels and impregnate into the stainless steel coating. The penetration effect was 
found to become more pronounced with increasing penetration time prolonged to 45 
minutes. 
From the results of EPMA analysis listed in Table 6.2.2 and Table 6.3.1 , we 
observed that the composition of SAKN oxides existed in the small, interconnected 
pores was a little different that the content of K and Al was decreased and chromium 
and iron appeared in the molten SAKN oxides. In the previous investigation, on the 
interface reaction between molten SAKN oxides and stainless steel which had been 
subjected to a heating pretreatment, it was found that at the interface of heat-treated 
stainless steel and moltern SAKN oxides, the surface oxide layer on stainless steel 
dissolved into the molten SAKN oxides gradually at 1273K. In the present study, after the 
molten SAKN oxides infiltrated into the large-scale pores, the reactions occurred 
between the molten SAKN oxides and the original oxides around the pores. The mutual 
dissolution between the oxides with different components caused the variations of the 
elemental compositions of SAKN oxides sealant and the effect of dissolution became 
more evident as the penetration temperature increased to 1373K.  
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6.4.  Conclusion 
The effect of penetration treatment of plasma sprayed stainless steel substrates by 
molten SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O oxides (SAKN) were characterized and assessed in this 
section, and the following conclusions have been drawn: 
1 The interconnected micro-pores frequently appeared in the large-scale oxide 
characterized by irregular and dendritic shapes and the path that connected the 
inter-pores was composed by the oxides composed by Cr2O3 and the spinel structure 
oxides. 
2 The molten SAKN oxides could seal the open pores near the stainless steel coating 
surface effortlessly even in a short time due to the good wettability 
3 The molten SAKN oxides could get through the oxide path connected the inter 
micro-pores smoothly and infiltrated into the stainless steel coating when the period of 
treatment was prolonged to 45 minutes.  
4 The penetration resulted to be more effective with increasing temperature since the 
oxide solid solution between the molten SAKN oxides and the original oxides around 
the inter pores.  
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Chapter 7.        
Penetration Treatments of 
Stainless Steel Coating by 
MnO-SiO2 Oxides 
7.1.  Experimental 
7.1.1. Plasma sprayed stainless steel coating  
SUS316L stainless steel powder with the average diameter of 53±20 μm was used as 
the spray coating material. The detailed plasma spraying conditions by KURASHIKI 
BORING KIKO.CO.,LTD, Japan are listed in Table 7.1.1. 
Table 7.1.1  Atmospheric plasma spraying conditions 
Ar/H2 pressure (Psi) 75/50 
Ar/H2 flow (FMR) 116/6 
Arc voltage (V) 56 
Arc current (A) 350 
Spray rate (g/min) 50 
Spray distance (mm) 100 
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7.1.2. Experimental procedures 
The temperature to completely melt the MS oxides was measured in a preparatory 
experiment, which found the actual temperature is close to the theoretical melting 
temperature of 1523 K when the heating temperature was set at 1353K. The furnace was 
raised to 1353 K at a ramping rate of 100 K/min and held for 5, 20, or 45 min. The 
cross-section of the sprayed coatings after penetration treatments were examined by a 
back-scattered electron composition technique (COMPO) to evaluate the microstructural 
and morphological characteristics and by an electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) to 
determine the elemental concentrations and distribution. 
7.2.  Results 
The microstructures of as-sprayed SUS316L stainless steel coatings are presented in 
Figure 7.2.1. The as-sprayed coating showed a relatively dense and a curved lamellar 
structure under the spray condition. The open pores near the coating surface and 
small-size inter pores could be recognized clearly in the as-sprayed coating. Plenty thin 
oxide films indicated by gray string could be observed both among the metallic particles 
correspond to the white areas and at the interfaces of the partially or totally un-melted 
particles. 
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Figure 7.2.1  COMPO photograph of the cross-section of 
  as-sprayed stainless steel coating 
The COMPO image of the cross section after the penetration treatment was 
performed at 1353 K for 5 min is shown in Figure 7.2.2. The elemental mapping of 
manganese, silicon, iron, chromium and oxygen of the corresponding position obtained 
by EPM are presented in Figure 7.2.3.  
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Figure 7.2.2  COMPO photographs after penetration  
     treatment at 1353K for 5 min 
As observed in the EPMA profiles, manganese and silicon which originally 
contained in the MS oxides could be detected in the open pores as well as in the inter 
pores near the spray coating surface, however for iron and chromium which do not exist 
in the MS oxides could not be detected at the same place. In addition, manganese and 
silicon were not found to gather in large numbers at the interface between the sprayed 
coating and the carbon steel substrate. The characteristics of the elemental distribution 
indicated that at 1353 K the molten MS oxides could penetrate into the pores on and near 
the sprayed coating within 5 min. However, the penetration on this time scale is restricted 
to pores within a depth of 100 m beneath the surface.  
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Figure 7.2.3  Elements distribution after penetration 
     treatment at 1353 K for 5 min 
Figure 7.2.4 shows cross section of spray coating after the penetration treatment was 
performed at 1353 K for 20 min. Figure 7.2.5 shows the elemental mapping of manganese, 
silicon, iron, chromium and oxygen of the corresponding position obtained by EPMA.  
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Figure 7.2.4  COMPO photographs after penetration  
      treatment at 1353 K for 20 min 
As shown in the images, the principal components of MS oxides, manganese and 
silicon, were confirmed in both the open pores and the interconnected pores beneath the 
spray coating surface. Furthermore, we could also detect that the MS oxides existed at the 
interface of and the substrate when the treatment was extended to 20 min. The interface 
was observed to be clear and well bonded without any micro-cracks, indicating that the 
structure of the interface was not influenced by the penetration treatment. In addition, as 
shown in the COMPO image, some white crystalline particles was found to appear in the 
MS oxides in the inter pores. The elemental mapping of the corresponding position to the 
white crystalline particles demonstrated that the crystalline particles contained a high 
contents of chromium. 
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Figure 7.2.5  Elements distribution after penetration  
      treatment at 1353 K for 20 min 
Different regions of the cross sections of spray coatings were selected to discuss the 
chemical composition of the MS oxides have infiltrated into the pores with different 
depth and the white crystalline particles over penetration treatment at 1353 K. The 
regions marked by the alphabet were defined in Figure 7.2.6. The element compositions 
of the corresponding positions were analyzed by EPMA and the analysis results are listed 
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in Table 7.2.1. 
 
 
Figure 7.2.6  Pionts for the elemental analysis by EPMA 
According to the composition analysis results of point B (12.9 atom% Mn, 14.8 
atom% Si and 44.6 atom% O) and point D (8.7 atom% Mn, 16.4 atom% Si and 50.5 
atom% O), the MS oxides compositions were found to be generally consistent with the 
bulk composition (point A (13.0 atom% Mn, 14.7 atom% Si and 45.2 atom% O)) after the 
infiltration into the coating. At both point B and point D, the atom ratio of (manganese + 
silicon) to oxygen remained approximately 1:3, except that the content of manganese was 
found to decrease slightly. For the white crystalline particles (point C and E) appeared in 
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the MS oxides after the treatment time was extended, it is clear that the composition of the 
crystalline particles exhibited a high proportion of chromium and low proportion of 
silicon for both point C (11.7 atom% Mn, 22.2 atom% Cr, 0.4 atom% Si and 46.6 atom% 
O) and point E (11.6 atom% Mn, 19.1 atom% Cr, 0.1 atom% Si and 44.8 atom% O).  
Table 7.2.1  Elemental compositions (atom %) determined by  
          EPMA after the various penetration treatments 
Conditions Position B C O Al Si Cr Mn Fe 
1353 K, 20 
min 
A 5.0  18.3  45.2  0.1  14.7  3.4  13.0  0.4  
B 6.1  18.9  44.6  0.0  14.8  2.2  12.9  0.3  
C 2.6  15.4  46.6  0.1  0.4  22.2  11.7  0.5  
D 6.3  10.8  50.5  4.4  16.4  1.8  8.7  0.6  
E 3.5  15.7  44.8  3.9  0.1  19.1  11.6  0.8  
Furthermore, the atom ratio of manganese/chromium/oxygen contained in the 
crystalline particles were found to be close to 1:2:4 at point C as well as point E. The 
aluminum was detected at the interface region (point D 4.4 atom% Al and point E 3.9 
atom% Al) from the EPMA results. This is because of the aluminum oxide is the main 
component of the cleaning (blast) media which used to clean and profile the substrate 
prior to the thermal spray coating process. 
Figure 7.2.7 shows the cross section of coating after the penetration treatment was 
performed at 1353 K for 45 min. Figure 7.2.8 shows the elemental mapping of manganese, 
silicon, iron, chromium and oxygen of the corresponding position by EPMA.  
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Figure 7.2.7  COMPO photographs after penetration  
     treatment at 1273K for 45min 
As shown in Figure 7.2.7, MS oxides showed a very good penetration into the 
sprayed coating, and the existence of MS oxides could be detected both in the coating and 
at the interface. In addition, in contrast to the 20 min treatment, significant amounts of 
white crystalline particles could be observed in the MS oxides.  
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Figure 7.2.8  Elements distribution after penetration  
     treatment at1273K for 45min 
The chemical composition of the MS oxides and the white crystalline particles 
existed in different regions of the spray coating (denoted by the letters in Figure 7.2.9) 
were analyzed by EPMA and the results are listed in Table 7.3.1.  
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Figure 7.2.9  Pionts for the elemental analysis by EPMA 
According to the EPMA analysis, after a 45-min penetration treatment, at point F 
(13.1 atom% Mn, 15.6 atom% Si, and 50.1 atom% O) where the crystalline particles did 
not emerge, the composition of MS oxides was consistent with the bulk composition 
(point A(17.0 atom% Mn, 19.1 atom% Si and 59.0 atom% O)). For the MS oxides in the 
regions point H (0.4 atom% Mn, 24.5 atom% Si, and 51.9 atom% O) where many 
crystalline particles were observed, the composition of the MS oxides varied significantly 
from the bulk composition: the content of manganese even decreased to approximately 
0%, however, the concentration of Si elements almost kept consistent. The composition 
analysis also suggested that although the composition changed after penetration into the 
coating, the crystalline particles still contain a high proportion of chromium and low 
proportion of silicon, and the atomic ratio of manganese/chromium/oxygen in the 
crystalline particles (point G (11.5 atom% Mn, 24.4 atom% Cr, 0.4 atom% Si, and 49.3 
atom% O)) remains approximately 1:2:4, in accordance with point C and E shown in 
Figure 7.2.6. 
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7.3.  Discussion 
During infiltration into the stainless steel coatings, the behavior of molten MS oxides 
could be generalized into two basic processes: the physical penetration process and the 
chemical reaction process.  
Table 7.3.1 Elemental compositions (atom %) determined  
               by EPMA after the various penetration treatments 
Conditions Position B C O Al Si Cr Mn Fe 
1353 K, 45 
min 
F 6.5  10.8  50.1  0.0  15.6  3.2  13.1  0.6  
H 9.5  12.4  51.9  0.0  24.5  0.9  0.4  0.5  
G 3.9  8.6  49.3  0.1  0.4  24.4  11.5  1.1  
The penetration treatment for the porous sprayed coating is based on the theory of 
capillarity. According to the Young-Laplace equation, the capillary force is affected by 
the wetting behavior between the spray coating material and the molten sealant. As 
shown in the preceding chapter, the molten MS oxides had a very good wettability on the 
stainless steel coating surface, which enabled the molten MS oxides to dramatically 
spread throughout the coating surface within a very short time (approximately 150 sec). 
The results of the wetting experiments provide convincing evidence that the MS could 
infiltrate into pores near the stainless steel coating effortlessly. The penetration was found 
to become more pronounced with increasing penetration time, and the MS could pass 
through the interconnected pores and permeate to the coating-substrate interface within 
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20 min. 
The analysis results of elemental distribution revealed that, after a 20-min 
penetration treatment, the chemical composition of the MS oxides found inter-pores 
varied slightly, and white crystalline particles began to emerge within areas of MS 
oxides. Following a 45-min treatment, numerous crystalline particles appeared within the 
MS oxides, and the content of manganese in the oxides had significantly decreased. In 
addition, according to the EPMA analysis, the atomic ratios of 
manganese/chromium/oxygen for all crystalline particles studied were approximately 
1:2:4 regardless of the treatment time.  
We considered that the reason for the variation in the MS oxides composition and the 
emergence of the crystalline particles is related to the surface oxidation of the stainless 
steel particles and appearance of the crystalline particles. As mentioned above, the 
surface oxidation of stainless steel particles occurs during the spray process, and the 
surface oxide layer is primarily composed of Cr2O3. Because of a difference in the 
thermal expansion of the stainless steel particles and MS oxide, it was found that during 
the penetration treatment at high temperature, the stainless steel particles expanded and 
squeezed the surrounding MS oxides into neighboring pores and cracks, allowing for 
contact between the Cr2O3 oxide and the molten MS oxides in the pores. In addition, 
many studies have documented that at temperatures above 1073K, the addition of even 
small quantities of manganese into the stainless steel may lead to the formation of 
spinel-type MnCr2O4 on the stainless steel surface.  
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Figure 7.3.1 Schematic illustration of reaction between  
              MnO-SiO2 oxides and stainless steel particles 
According to the elemental composition of the crystalline particles and the 
characteristics of stainless steel surface oxidation, it could be deduced that the 
crystalline particles which emerge within the MS oxides are mainly spinel-type 
MnCr2O4 phase, which are produced by the reaction given by Eq. 3.4.1 between the 
molten MS oxides and the Cr2O3 surrounding the pores. The schematic illustration of the 
reaction outlined in Eq. 3.4.1 is shown in Figure 7.3.1 (a) and (b).  
A detailed thermodynamic analysis was performed to determine whether MnCr2O4 
spinel particles could be produced according to reaction 7.3.1 under the experimental 
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conditions. The formation of spinel-type MnCr2O4 is a critical issue when studying the 
surface oxidation of iron-based alloys. However, the thermodynamic properties of 
MnCr2O4 spinel have rarely been discussed
[89][90]. The reaction between molten MS 
oxides and the Cr2O3 oxide layer on the surface of the stainless steel particles could be 
wrote as 7.3.1. The Gibbs free energy change, ΔG, of 7.4.1 could be calculated from the 
following equation 7.3.2: 
MnO (l) + Cr2O3 (s) = MnCr2O4 (s)                        7.3.1    
ΔG = ΔG0 +RTln
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where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 Jmol-1K-1); T is the absolute temperature. 
The a(Cr2O3, s) and a(MnCr2O4, s) are the activity of Cr2O3 and MnCr2O4, which are taken to be 
1 because the Cr2O3 and MnCr2O4 formed in the reaction could be regarded as a pure 
solid.  
In the Eq. 7.3.2, a(MnO, l) is the activity of MnO in the molten MS oxides. In 
multi-component oxides such as MS oxides, which are composed of a basic oxide and an 
acidic oxide, the activities of both the basic oxide and acidic oxide become smaller than 
their molar concentration. Mehta S.R. et al. reported that for the MS oxide system in the 
solid state, the value of a(MnO, s) was found to be approximately 0.4 at 1600 K
[91]. Because 
the MS oxides was in the liquid state during the penetration experiment, the conversion of 
the activity of molten MnO a(MnO, l) from a(MnO, s) was discussed in the paper. The 
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relationship between a(MnO, l) and a(MnO, s) can be obtained from the following equations: 
MnO (s) = MnO (l)                           7.3.3    
ΔG0 = ─ RTln








s) (MnO,
l) (MnO,
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= Lm ─ Lm 


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

m T
T           7.3.4   
where Lm is the latent heat of fusion of MnO, and Tm is the melt point of MnO
[92]. As 
mentioned in the experimental section, although it is difficult to obtain the exact ambient 
temperature in the furnace due to the design of the infrared heating system, it can be 
assumed that the heating temperature was close to the melt point (1524 K) of the MS 
oxides according to the results of the preparatory experiments. In Eq. 3.4.4, the value of T 
is taken to be 1600 K. The thermodynamic data used in the calculation is summarized in 
Table 7.3.2. The calculation results of Eq. 3.4.4 is listed in Table 7.3.2, which indicated 
that the value of a(MnO, l) is 0.45 times larger than that of a(MnO, s). 
Table 7.3.2  List of experimental literature data used 
            in the present thermodynamic assessment 
a(MnO, l)  a(MnO, s) T Lm Tm 
0.18 0.4 1600 43.932KJ 2115 K 
In the Eq. 3.4.2, ΔG0 is the standard free energy of reaction 3.4.1. As mentioned 
above, the thermodynamic properties of MnCr2O4 spinel have rarely been discussed. 
Thus far, the reported calculation results could be categorized into two methods. Tsai et al. 
[93]reported the ΔG0f(MnCr2O4) derived from the following reaction 3.4.5 was −52.6 KJ at 
1873K. Biggers [94] and Jacob et al. [95] used the same experimental method as Tsai et al. 
and found that the ΔG0f(MnCr2O4) was −59.0 KJ at 1523K and −45.67±2.4 KJ at 1373K, 
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respectively. 
CrO1.5 + Mn0.5AlO2 = Mn0.5CrO2 + AlO1.5             7.3.5 
An alternative method was performed by Tanahashi et al. who have discussed the 
standard formation Gibbs free energy of MnCr2O4 from the reaction given by Eq. 7.3.6, 
and found a value of approximately -958 KJ at 1873 K. 
Mn + 2Cr + 2O2 = MnCr2O4                    7.3.6 
The result obtained by Tanahashi et al. could be written as the follow equation: 
ΔG0f(MnCr2O4) =ΔG
0(MnCr2O4)─ ΔG
0(Mn) ─ 2ΔG0(Cr) ─ 2ΔG0(O2) = -958   7.3.7 
Because the heating temperature (1600 K) in the present study is approximately 300 
K lower than that in Tanahashi et al. report, an analysis was conducted on the influence of 
temperature on the standard formation Gibbs energy of the spinel structure.  
Table 7.3.3  Standard formation Gibbs energies of 
        two different Cr-containing spinel 
Reaction T/K ΔG0/KJ 
NiO (s) +Cr2O3 (s) = NiCr2O4 (s) 
1200 3 
1500 5 
FeO (s) +Cr2O3 (s) = FeCr2O4 (s) 
1000 -38 
1300 -34 
FeO (l) +Cr2O3 (s) = FeCr2O4 (s) 
1700 -26 
2000 -16 
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Two different types of Cr-containing spinel were chosen and the standard formation 
Gibbs energies of them were listed in Table 7.3.3. It could be observed that, for 
temperature above 1000 K, a variation in temperature did not lead to a significant change 
in the Gibbs free energy for the formation reaction of both NiCr2O4 and FeCr2O4 spinel, 
and less than a ten kilojoule difference in the Gibbs free energy was found for a 300 K 
difference in temperature. Therefore, the calculation results obtained by Tanahashi et al. 
at 1823 K are expected to be accurate in assessing the possibility of the reaction in Eq. 
3.4.1 occurring at 1600 K. 
The standard formation Gibbs free energy of MnO and Cr2O3 could be taken from the 
literature as following: 
MnO = Mn + 1/2 O2                                  7.3.8       
ΔG0f(MnO) =ΔG
0(MnO) ─ ΔG0(Mn) ─ 1/2ΔG0(O2)         7.3.9   
Cr2O3 = 2 Cr + 3/2 O2                                 7.3.10 
ΔG0f (Cr2O3) =ΔG
0(Cr2O3) ─ 2ΔG
0(Cr) ─ 3/2ΔG0(O2)        7.3.11 
We combine the Eq. 3.4.7, Eq. 3.4.9 and Eq. 3.4.11 to write an approximate relation 
as following: 
ΔG0f (MnCr2O4) ─ΔG
0
f (MnO) ─ΔG
0
f (Cr2O3)  
= G0(MnCr2O4) ─ G
0(MnO) ─ G0(Cr2O3)                  7.3.12           
As a result, the standard Gibbs free energy ΔG0 of reaction 3.4.1 could be written as: 
ΔG = ΔG0f (MnCr2O4) ─ΔG
0
f (MnO) ─ΔG
0
f (Cr2O3)  
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Using the thermodynamic parameters discussed above, we computed the Gibbs free 
energy, ΔG, of the reaction given by Eq. 3.4.1 and the calculation results are shown in 
Table 7.3.4 along with the reference data [96]. At 1600 K the value of the formation Gibbs 
free energy change of the reaction in Eq. 3.4.1 is negative, which suggests that the 
formation reaction of MnCr2O4 spinel is very likely to occur thermodynamically. As 
shown in Figure 7.3.1 (a) and (b), it is indicated that after the molten MS oxides infiltrate 
into the pores, the reactions occur between the molten MS oxides and Cr2O3 on the 
stainless steel particle surface, and MnO and Cr2O3 are consumed during the generation 
of the MnCr2O4 spinel.  
Table 7.3.4 Gibbs free-energy ΔG of reaction between MnO-SiO2 oxides and Cr2O3 
Reaction a(MnO, l) ΔG
0/KJ ΔG/KJ 
Cr2O3 + MnO = MnCr2O4 0.18 –68 –46 
Further thermodynamic analysis was performed to investigate the possibility that the 
following substitution reaction given by 7.3.14 would take place when the surface oxide 
layer of stainless steel particles was consumed completely in the reaction with MnO. For 
the substitution reaction in 7.3.14, the activity of Mn (a(Mn,l)) can be calculated from Eq. 
7.3.15: 
3(MnO) + 2[Cr] = (Cr2O3) + 3[Mn]                  7.3.14          
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where the activity of Cr2O3 (a(Cr2O3,s)) was taken as 1, and the activity of MnO (a(MnO, 
l)) was taken as 0.18 as discussed above. (a(Cr,s)), is the activity of the chromium within the 
stainless steel which is not exactly equal to its molar concentration. However, according 
to the discussion above, because iron has little effect on the activity of chromium 
contained within the iron due to the elements’ similar structures and properties, we 
regarded a(Cr,s) as the molar concentration of chromium in the calculations. The 
thermodynamic data used in the calculation is summarized in Table 7.3.5. The calculation 
results are listed in Table 7.3.6.  
Table 7.3.5  List of experimental literature data used in the  
  present thermodynamic assessment 
ΔG0/J (T = 1600K) 
Cr2O3 -1437548 
Mn -89271 
Cr -76482 
MnO -549679 
MnO + 2Cr = 3Mn + Cr2O3 96640 
Although it was not possible to obtain the activity coefficient of Mn for the 
substitution reaction, the results still indicated that approximately 1 mol% manganese 
could dissolve into the adjacent stainless steel particle when the substitution reaction took 
place at 1600 K.  
As shown in Figure 7.3.1 (c) and (d), when the Cr2O3 oxide layer was consumed in 
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the reaction of Eq. 7.3.14, the manganese in the MS oxides dissolved into the adjacent 
stainless steel particles, while the chromium existing near the stainless particle surface 
diffused towards the interface to produce Cr2O3. The reaction of 7.3.14 could be repeated 
to produce Cr2O3. As a result, after the 20-min treatment, only small quantities of spinel 
particles formed in the MS oxides, and therefore the variation of the MS oxides 
composition was not significant except in some small pores. When the penetration time 
was extended to 45 min, due to the cyclic reaction discussed above, the existence of 
spinel particles became more evident and the consumption of manganese became 
significant. Indeed, in some small pores, because plenty of manganese was consumed 
for the formation of spinel particles, the content of manganese in the MS oxides even 
decreased to 0%. 
Table 7.3.6 Activity of Mn (a(Mn,l))for the substitution reaction 7.3.14 
Reaction T /K a(Cr,s) a(Mn,l) 
3MnO + 2Cr = 3Mn + Cr2O3 1600 0.16 0.01 
7.4.  Conclusion  
In this chapter, the effects of penetration treatment of plasma-sprayed SUS316L 
stainless steel coatings by MnO-SiO2 (MS) oxides with near-eutectic composition was 
examined. The following conclusions were drawn based upon the results: 
1 The molten MS oxides had a very good wetting behavior on the stainless steel 
coating surface, and it could spread out completely on the coating surface within 150 sec. 
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2 At 1353 K, MS could infiltrate into the stainless steel coating within a depth of 
approximately 100 m from the coating surface, and could penetrate to coating/substrate 
interface when the treatment was extended to 20 min. 
3 After infiltration into the coating, the reactions occurred between the molten MS 
oxides and the surface oxide layer of the stainless steel particles, and spinel-type 
MnCr2O4 crystalline particles were produced in the reaction which caused a variation in 
the MS oxide composition. 
4 According to a thermodynamic analysis, the production of MnCr2O4 continued 
even when the surface oxide layer was completely consumed because of the occurrence 
of the substitution reaction given by between the MS oxides and the adjacent stainless 
steel particles. 
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Chapter 8.   Conclusion 
Thermal sprayed stainless steel coatings have been increasingly utilized for 
protecting a variety of substrate materials from wear and corrosion due to the high 
efficiency and relatively low cost. However, the resulting sprayed stainless steel coating 
generally exhibits a relatively high porosity and high amounts of oxides. The combination 
of the cracks, pores and oxide layers contained in the coating usually generates 
interconnected pores, which decreases the mechanical properties and the corrosion 
resistance of the stainless steel coating. Penetration treatment is based on capillary force 
and aims to close or fill the open structural volume defects that are connected to the 
coating surface, thereby physically preventing the infiltration of corroding substances 
into the spray coating. During the preliminary feasibility study of penetration treatment, 
the wetting properties of coating materials by a given sealant represent an important 
factor, particularly because the surface conditions of thermal spray particles may 
become very complex after cooling. 
The present work concentrated on the wettability of molten multi-component oxides 
on the on the SUS316L stainless steel substrate and penetration effect of molten oxides 
into plasma SUS316L stainless steel spray coatings. The SiO2-Al2O3-K2O-Na2O oxides 
(SAKN) consisted primarily of SiO2 and Al2O3 with slight amounts of K2O, Na2O and the 
MnO-SiO2 oxides with near-eutectic composition (MS) were selected in the study. 
Temperatures of wetting experiments were 1273K and 1373K for SAKN oxides and 
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1353K for MS oxides. The study of wettability provided essential information for 
evaluating the wettability of oxide ceramics/stainless steel systems and contribute to 
further understanding the impregnation treatment of spray stainless steel coatings. Then, 
the effect of penetration treatment of plasma sprayed stainless steel coating by SAKN 
oxides and MS oxides were assessed. The study of the penetration treatments was 
performed under different experimental conditions to evaluate the penetration effect 
comprehensively. The results of the wettability and penetration, extensive 
microstructural analysis and thermodynamic analysis reveal that: 
The different surface pre-treatments of the stainless substrates had little effect on the 
samples' wettability, and all of the contact angles of the molten SAKN/stainless systems 
ultimately approached a static value of approximately 42° following the sequence 
Polished-S > Normal-S > Heated-S. It was also observed that the wetting process on the 
Polished-S specimen was slower than that on the other two specimens. According to 
microscopic observation and thermodynamic analysis, oxidation reactions occurred on all 
of the substrate surfaces, and the oxide layer generated near the triple junction was mainly 
composed of spinel and Cr2O3 compounds. In the case of Polished-S, the spreading and 
wetting rates were relatively slow because surface oxidation required more time. The 
variation in the surface roughness of the substrates caused a slight difference in the final 
contact angles. When SAKN oxides was applied in the penetration process for the 
porous stainless coating, the surface state of the stainless steel particles had little 
influence on the penetration effect. 
The molten MS oxides have a very good wettability on the stainless steel surface. It is 
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found that the molten MS oxides spread out on the stainless steel surface completely 
within only 90 sec, after which the contact angle of the MS oxides/stainless coating 
system reaches a steady value. The MnO and SiO2 oxides of the MS phase will not 
decompose and then evaporate from MS oxides with the prolongation of holding time 
under the experimental condition. 
The interconnected micro-pores frequently appeared in the large-scale oxide 
characterized by irregular and dendritic shapes and the path that connected the 
inter-pores was composed by the oxides composed by Cr2O3 and the spinel structure 
oxides. The molten SAKN oxides could seal the open pores near the stainless steel 
coating surface effortlessly even in a short time due to the good wettability. The molten 
SAKN oxides could get through the oxide path connected the inter micro-pores smoothly 
and infiltrated into the stainless steel coating when the period of treatment was prolonged 
to 45 minutes. The penetration resulted to be more effective with increasing temperature 
since the oxide solid solution between the molten SAKN oxides and the original oxides 
around the inter pores.  
The MS oxides could infiltrate into the stainless steel coating within a depth of 
approximately 100 m from the coating surface, and could penetrate to coating/substrate 
interface when the treatment was extended to 20 min. After infiltration into the coating, 
the reactions given occurred between the molten MS oxides and the surface oxide layer 
of the stainless steel particles, and spinel-type MnCr2O4 crystalline particles were 
produced in the reaction which caused a variation in the MS oxide composition. 
According to a thermodynamic analysis, the production of MnCr2O4 continued even 
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when the surface oxide layer was completely consumed because of the occurrence of the 
substitution reaction given by between the MS oxides and the adjacent stainless steel 
particles. 
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